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GENERAL INFORMATION

REPORT SCOPE

Registered Name

Water Institute of Southern Africa

Country of Incorporation
and Domicile

South Africa

The Annual Report provides insight into WISA’s performance, risks, opportunities,
and operations; including governance reporting, strategic goals, and extracts of the
Annual Financial Statements which has been externally audited by Morar Inc.

Nature of Business and
Principal Activities

Membership and Professional Body

It focuses on matters that are considered material and could substantively impact
WISA’s value creation in the short, medium, and long term.

Registered Office

1st Floor
5 Constantia Park
546 16th Road
Randjespark X7
Midrand
1685

Telephone

086 111 9472 / Int: +27 11 805 3537

Fax

+27 11 315 1258

Email

info@wisa.org.za

Website

www.wisa.org.za

Bankers

First National Bank

Independent External Auditors

Morar Incorporated

This report has been internally reviewed to ensure its accuracy and completeness
of information, which is important and relevant in providing our stakeholders
assurance of our ability to achieve our strategic goals.
The report has been prepared using the International Integrated Reporting
Framework as a guideline and covers the period 1 January 2020 to 31 December
2020.
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1. ORGANISATIONAL OVERVIEW

OUR VISION
WISA: inspiring passion for water

WHO WE ARE?
The Water Institute of Southern Africa (WISA) brings together experts from a wide
range of disciplines to meet, discuss, plan for and present solutions for a
sustainable water future in the region. Water is one of the greatest challenges
facing South Africa and its neighbours – so governments, stakeholders, partners,
and public participants must come together to find innovative ways of managing
water to ensure a sustainable and robust water supply for our growing urban
populations. Effective water management is only possible when interrelated
factors and needs are considered.
WISA is proud to be the organisation that is championing that mission. In the
more than 80 years since WISA was founded (in its previous format) in 1937, we
are proud to have grown from strength to strength to become the reputable body
we are today.
WISA is a well-established, non-profit, volunteer, professional and community
organisation which is the only SAQA recognised professional body in the water
sector providing CPD accredited training. WISA further strives to be the inclusive
and objective representative of the Southern African water sector. It holds this
mandate from its 3500+ members and is fully diverse and representative of all
the members and communities it serves, achieving a Level 1 BBBEE status.

OUR MISSION
WISA aims to inspire every person in Southern Africa to have a passion for water
so that we can ensure that water is available for future generations.

WHAT WE DO?
WISA members are continually striving to find effective and efficient ways to
deliver excellent water services to everyone. This means doing the required
research, learning from our water histories, and ensuring that the essential human
capital is in place to action the change we need to achieve our water goals. We
realise that it is up to us to collaborate on innovative and appropriate solutions,
which will enable thriving cities that will be liveable for many decades to come.
With the involvement of other Southern African countries, we hold biennial
conferences to bring together major players in the water sector. This is an exciting
space where we further expand our objectives of promoting the science and
practice of water management, together with good corporate governance. WISA’s
values of integrity, professionalism, community, transparency, and innovation, is
inherent in all it does. We want to lead in strengthening strategic partnerships
within the sector, while playing an active role in encouraging robust water
discourse in the public domain.

OUR VALUES

” Inspiring passion for water”
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2. MESSAGES FROM LEADERSHIP
CHAIRPERSONS REPORT
While Covid-19 had a devastating global impact
last year, WISA, and most South African
businesses are still suffering from the ongoing
economic fallout of the pandemic. In light of this,
we have spent the past year stabilising our
organisation and preparing ourselves (and
members) for a new, uncertain future.
WISA has had a change in leadership – a new
board was elected. There was also the resignation
of the membership manager (Patrick Sebopelo)
within the WISA Management Team.
I would like to thank my predecessor, Achim Wurster, for the smooth handover,
particularly during a time when there was a lot of chaos, and everybody was
adjusting to the ‘new normal’. The board transition occurred via a virtual AGM
and to this date, the board has not physically met. However, we have all adapted
to meeting via a virtual platform and have continued to adeptly perform all
required duties and functions.
Last year, when the infection rate was low, WISA held a physical strategy session
where we reviewed the existing strategy and adapted it to accommodate new
ideas from our members and the present situation regarding Covid-19. The new
strategy was adopted by the board this year. While there have not been any
significant changes, there has been a realignment of some goals and objectives.
The professionalisation of certain jobs within the water sector was a key theme
that emerged from the strategy session. This will be one of WISA’s main drivers.
As a consequence of the pandemic, the WISA conference was postponed to
December and was hosted on a virtual platform. While it was successful from a
technical aspect, with good participation, and provided value to our members, it
is a key revenue stream for WISA, and it did not generate a significant surplus.
Going forward, the board has to consider what future conferences look like and
how they should be structured. The board has also had to adjust some of its

strategic objectives and the team at head office has had to make changes with
regard to the sustainable running of the institute.
WISA has evaluated different models and other potential revenue streams. In
addition to training and technical seminars, WISA is focussing on increasing its
membership. We are assessing the water sector and the levels in which it operates
and how we can attract additional membership from the water industry while
understanding the needs of our existing members and how we can meet them.
We are also encouraging municipalities, other water associations and large
corporates to become patron members of WISA. We want more people to be
involved in water service delivery and to join WISA where there is knowledge
sharing. We are also expanding our reach into rural, remote areas.
Another focus has been to elevate our voice. There has been increased media
coverage on WISA and its members airing and debating water related issues. This
has largely been achieved via our technical committee, led by Prof. Mike Muller
and the members of the technical committee. During the past year, WISA has also
concentrated on stakeholder engagement. This has been led by Dr Harrison
Pienaar who is engaging with different players within the water sector and
interacting with more departments and associations that have water knowledge.
By balancing technical commentary with understanding who we are
communicating with, we are building relationships that should increase our
membership.
Going forward, WISA needs to help improve the water sector’s image and impact
on society. There are brilliant professionals in the sector, and I firmly believe that
solutions to the water crisis lie within the membership of WISA. We need to
understand how to elevate the discussion around water, how do we communicate
better? How we do things differently? We all need to get our hands dirty and start
to fix the problems facing our industry.
I would like to extend the Board’s thanks to our Patron Members, Members,
Stakeholder’s, and our Management Team at Head Office for your unwavering
support over the last year.

DAN NAIDOO
BOARD CHAIR
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our members, who paid their membership fees, whilst understanding that not all
could pay us, due to the unfortunate economic impact of Covid-19. We had to
increase effectiveness and efficiency, dramatically.

CEO REPORT
Around 18 months ago, WISA was excitedly
preparing for its WISA 2020 Biennial Conference
that was scheduled for June 2020. At roughly the
same time, I was asked if WISA would postpone
the conference due to the Covid-19 outbreak in
China.
Not only did WISA postpone the conference, but
all of us postponed a large part of our lives.
Everything drastically changed; no travelling,
handshakes, and social contact, with WISA
effectively cancelling onsite events and training.
Along with many other businesses, WISA has
had to adjust our plans, and assess our ability to work from home. Since most of
our staff were already equipped to work remotely, WISA simply adjusted certain
work processes and improved remote communication.
Within a few months, the initial complaints about meeting online turned into slow
acceptance. The online training and webinar frequency gradually increased, and
attendance numbers started to grow.
When we announced that our Biennial Conference was going online in
December, Scepticism slowly turned into acceptance. Slowly interest grew, and
possibility became reality.
While WISA adapted and changed plans, the pandemic has struck a massive blow
to our association. We have achieved a deficit of R2,558,837, despite budgeting
for a surplus of R765,980. This has negatively impacted on our cashflow and with
limited resources to fall back on, WISA must do more with less.
In 2021 we had to introduce staff salary cuts so that our 2021 bottom line could
be managed, and saving jobs became an imperative. We appreciate the efforts of

WISA has increased the number of free webinars, to ensure that members working
from home can network and update their skills. We have increased the number of
online training events, and hoped members would accept this new technology,
and way of life. We have fielded many calls from loyal members, who yearned
back to the days of past, and physical events, whilst showing appreciation for the
virtual platforms.
We do envisage utilising virtual technology more and hybrid events will be the way
of the future. Online technology allows more of our members to attend events, at
a much cheaper overall cost to themselves and their employers, and much more
convenience so as not to disrupt work objectives. However, we do need more of
our members to accept and adopt this technology. Like with the internet, and email, we will see this technology improving and becoming increasingly utilised,
with time. This is what WISA wants to invest in, so that more members, experience
all that WISA can offer, through virtual technology. When regulations allow, we will
have many more physical events. But going forward, they will be supplemented
and complemented by an online component.
Our members must be a part of this rollout. We need you to enrol in our online
events. We need you to share this with your colleagues. We need you to help
WISA grow its membership, so that more sector colleagues can experience this
new technology and become more positive about the ‘new normal’ life facing us.
We need your support now more than ever. Check your good standing status, pay
your fees, read our newsletters, attend the webinars and training, and do not allow
Covid to negativity invade your mind.
As we grapple with the effects of Covid-19, we have an opportunity to build a
more equal sector and society. This means creating a new social contract –
integrating education, employment, sustainable development, and social
protection – based on equal rights and opportunities for all. As an essential
sector, we all must be #allhandsondeck, to ensure we help the country get
through this pandemic.
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Despite being in lockdown for most of 2020, we also had the most media
coverage during 2020, ever. This largely owing to the support of our Board and
the Board Technical Committee.
Today, we remain committed to keeping the boat afloat, despite the tough waters
we are all in. We do hope that this annual report provides you with a perspective
on the tough times the pandemic has caused, but most importantly, a view into
how important the human element is to our business. We feel the grief and
hardship our sector has experienced and empathise with all our members. Thank
you for being in our boat, thank you to our members and volunteers for helping
to stabilise our boat.
I look forward to calmer waters, and to be able to shake each other’s hands soon.
As Henri Frederic Amiel said, ‘Thankfulness is the beginning of gratitude.
Gratitude is the completion of thankfulness.’
Thank you and many blessings always.

DR LESTER GOLDMAN
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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3. GOVERNANCE

• Transparency: Board members act with transparency in exercising their
governance role and responsibilities.

GOOD CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND KING IV

ORGANISATIONAL ETHICS

The Board endorses and strives to achieve the principles of openness, integrity,
sustainability, transparency, fairness, responsibility, and accountability
advocated by the King Code of Governance for South Africa, King IV.
Below is a brief report on WISA’s achievement of each principle during the last
reporting period. WISA endeavours to develop and improve on its reporting, in
accordance with best practice, into the future.

“The Board governs the ethics of WISA in a way that supports the
establishment of an ethical culture.”

LEADERSHIP
“The Board leads ethically and effectively.”

The Board governs WISA in an ethical manner and establishes an ethical
culture through the requirements set out for Board Members in the Board
Charter. WISA members are managed through the WISA Members’ Code of
Conduct and the Professional Process Controllers’ Code of Conduct. WISA
ensures compliance with all relevant laws, codes, and policies, from the
South African Constitution to the internal codes and policies created by
WISA.

The WISA Board is the custodian of corporate governance of WISA. Good
corporate governance is very important to WISA and as such is incorporated as
one of its six strategic goals.
All Directors prescribe to the Institute’s values, and both collectively and
individually demonstrate:
• Integrity: The Board acts in good faith and in the best interests of WISA,
conflicts of interest are disclosed and managed accordingly, the Board acts
ethically and sets the tone for WISA’s ethical culture.
• Competence: The Board Charter sets out the competencies required by
members of the Board. Board members act with due care, skill and diligence
in their respective roles, the Board members are encouraged to attend
relevant training related to their role on the Board.
• Responsibility: The Board takes collective responsibility for WISA, setting its
strategic objectives, approving policies, ensuring accountability of WISA’s
performance, managing risks and opportunities, and devoting sufficient time
and effort in preparing for and attending meetings of the Board.
• Accountability: The Board accepts accountability in the execution of its
responsibilities, even when delegated.
• Fairness: WISA has adopted a stakeholder inclusive approach and directs
the Board in a manner so as not to adversely affect the natural environment,
society, or future generations.
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RESPONSIBLE CORPORATE CITIZEN
“The Board ensures that WISA is and is seen to be a responsible corporate
citizen.”

creation process. More information on WISA strategy and performance can be
found later in this report.

REPORTING
The Board oversees WISA’s core purpose, values, strategy and conduct and
ensures that these align to being a responsible corporate citizen.
•
Workplace: WISA manages its employees in an ethical manner through its
policies / procedures related to Employment Equity, Recruitment,
Remuneration, Performance Evaluation, Leave and Working Hours, Health
and Safety, Internal Study Aid, Sexual Harassment, Grievance and
Disciplinary, amongst others.
•
Economy: Suppliers are managed through our Procurement Policy, which
considers BBBEE scoring, tax clearance, etc. WISA also ensures its own
compliance regarding tax legislation and always has tax clearance from
SARS. WISA has maintained its Professional Body status through
compliance with SAQA’s requirements. WISA’s last ISO audit was
successful and as such WISA maintained its ISO 9001:2015 certification.
•
Society: WISA considers the interests of its stakeholders (including society),
and this is informed through the WISA annual members’ survey, the inputs
of which feed into the WISA strategy. WISA also assists with community
upliftment.
•
Environment: WISA Head office is paperless as far as possible, and we
ensure all paper products are recycled. WISA also promotes drinking tap
water, and this is provided during meetings and training. This is in line with
our confidence in the water provided by the sector as well as to reduce our
plastic footprint. A more in-depth report on WISA’s sustainable development
performance can be found later in this report.

STRATEGY AND PERFORMANCE
“The Board appreciates that WISA’s core purpose, risks and opportunities,
strategy, business model, performance and sustainable development are all
inseparable elements of the value creation process.”
The Board revises the strategy of WISA annually, considering inputs from
stakeholders, progress on the current plan and any risks or opportunities that should
be considered for the future. WISA integrates all aspects as noted into its value

“The Board ensures that reports issued by WISA enable stakeholders to make
informed assessments of WISA’s performance and its short-, medium- and longterm prospects.”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Board ensures that WISA meets its reporting requirements through its
formal reporting to stakeholders in the form of:
Annual Report
Annual Financial Statements
Call for Nominations and subsequent election of Non-Executive Directors to
the Board
Annual General Meeting Notice
Submission of data-loads to SAQA
Submission of required information to the Department of Social Development
Submission of required information to the Companies and Intellectual
Property Commission (CIPC)
Submission of required information to the South African Bureau of Standards
(SABS)

PRIMARY ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE BOARD
“The Board should be the focal point and custodian of corporate governance in
WISA.”
The Board is accountable for the development and execution of WISA’s strategy,
operational performance, and financial results. Its primary responsibilities include
determining WISA’s purpose and values, providing strategic direction to WISA,
appointing the Chief Executive Officer, identifying, and mitigating key risk areas,
overseeing key performance areas of WISA business, monitoring WISA’s
performance against agreed objectives, deciding on significant financial matters
and reviewing the performance of executive management against defined
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objectives, and where applicable, industry standards. The Board meets quarterly
with additional Board meetings being convened as circumstances dictate.
The Board has unrestricted access to all WISA information, records, documents,
and resources to enable it to properly discharge its responsibilities. Management
is tasked with ensuring that Board members are provided with all relevant
information and facts to enable the Board to reach objective and informed
decisions. Board members are kept informed of key developments affecting
WISA between Board meetings. The Chair is responsible for leadership of the
Board and for ensuring that the Board plays an effective role. The Chair ensures
appropriate communication with stakeholders and facilitates constructive
relations between management and the Board.
The Board is the focal point of WISA’s corporate governance system and remains
ultimately accountable and responsible for its performance and affairs. A culture
of compliance with applicable laws, regulations, internal policies, and procedures
has been established within WISA.
The Board as a whole and its individual members are expected to conduct
themselves with integrity, competence, responsibility, accountability, fairness,
and transparency. The roles and responsibilities of the Board are set out in the
Board Charter, built on the foundation of the Memorandum of Incorporation and
the Rules of the Company.

BOARD AND BOARD COMMITTEE MEETINGS ATTENDANCE
The Board held scheduled meetings during 2020, and the table below reflects
meeting attendance of these scheduled meetings.
Name

Position

Mr Dan
Naidoo
Dr Inga
Jacobs-Mata
Mr Gorden
Walters
Ms Natasia
van
Binsbergen
Prof Mike
Muller

Chair

Mr Sanele
Mazibuko
Dr Harrison
Pienaar
Dr Lester
Goldman
Dr Nezar
Eldidy
Ms Angela
Cherrington

Board
5/5

SE
Com
3/4

Strat
Com
-

FAR
Com
-

Nom
Com
-

Tech
Com
-

Vice Chair
(SC Chair)
Treasurer
(FAR Chair) *
Director

4/5

2/2

2/2

-

-

-

4/5

-

-

4/4

-

-

5/5

-

4/5

-

-

-

Director
(TechCom
Chair)
Director

5/5

-

1/2

-

-

2/2

4/5

-

2/3

4/4

-

-

Director
(SEC Chair)
CEO/
Director
Director
(Resigned
Nov 2020)
NomCom
Chair*

3/3

2/2

-

-

-

-

5/5

4/4

5/5

2/4

2/2

2/2

3/4

-

2/4

-

2/2

-

1/1

-

-

-

2/2

-

*Independent
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BOARD COMPOSITION
“The Board comprises the appropriate balance of knowledge, skills, experience,
diversity and independence for it to discharge its governance roles and
responsibilities objectively and effectively.”
The Board as of 31 December 2020 consisted of seven Non-Executive Directors
(NED’s) and one Executive Director. One of the seven NED’s is independent,
meaning that they do not have any interest, position, association, or relationship
to the water sector. Dr Nezar Eldidy resigned as a Board Member in November
2020.
The Board considered transformation and diversity in knowledge, skills,
experience, age, culture, race, and gender in its membership, and this is
communicated to the members when calling for nominations. NED’s serve for a
maximum period of five years, with at least a third of NED’s offering themselves
for re-election annually.

INDEPENDENCE AND CONFLICTS
The WISA Board Members and Board Committee Members are required to
complete and submit an annual declaration of interest. Any changes are
communicated as and when they occur. Declaration of interest is made at the
start of every Board and Board Committee meeting and is set as a standing item
on all associated meeting agendas.

BOARD CHAIR
Mr Dan Naidoo serves as the Chair of the WISA Board appointed after the AGM
held in 2020, he will hold this position for two years as per the Board Charter. The
responsibilities of the Chair are set out in the Board Charter. The Board Chair
serves as a member of the Nominations Committee and the Stakeholder
Engagement Committee.
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WISA BOARD MEMBERS 2020/2021
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COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD
“The Board ensures that the arrangements for delegation with its own structures
promote independent judgement and assist with balance of power and the
effective discharge of its duties.”
Several Board Committees have been established to assist the Board in
discharging its responsibilities. Each of the committees is guided by a Terms of
Reference which sets out the role, responsibilities, composition, reporting
requirements, access to information and resources as well as meeting
procedures and committee evaluations. The Terms of Reference are reviewed
annually. Each committee has at least three members. The Executive Director is
a member of the Stakeholder Engagement and Strategy committees but is an
invited member to the Finance, Audit and Risk, Technical and Nominations
Committee meetings. Board committees are free to take independent external
professional advice, as and when necessary.
Notwithstanding the establishment of the various committees, the Board reserves
for itself a range of key matters to ensure that it retains proper direction and
control of WISA.
There is transparency and full disclosure from Board committees to the Board.
The committee chair provides the Board with reports on recent committee
activities. Board members have full access to all Board committee minutes and
documentation.
WISA has the following Board Committees:
• Finance, Audit and Risk
• Nominations
• Stakeholder Engagement
• Strategy
• Technical

NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE
The role of the Nominations Committee is to assist the Board with the nomination,
election and appointment of directors and ensure a transparent and accountable
process to determine an optimally diverse, representative, and skilled Board,
Board Committees and Participation Structures. The Nominations Committee
does not assume the functions of management, which remain the responsibility of
the executive directors, officers, and other members of senior management.
COMPOSITION
The Nominations Committee comprises two directors appointed by the Board,
namely the Chair and Deputy Chair, and an independent member who is
appointed as Chair. The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) is an invited member of
the committee.

2020 ACTIVITIES
The Nomination Committee activities for 2019/ 2020 included:
• Approval of director nomination process for 2020/2021
• Consideration of appropriateness of current Board size and composition, with
specific focus on the skills gaps that should be filled through new
appointments.
• Consideration of nominees for new Board vacancies, based on current skills
and diversity needs of the Board, and recommendation of candidates to be
put forward.
• Application review, shortlisting and final recommendations for the
appointment of a Treasurer.

The Board is of the view that all the Board committees have effectively discharged
their responsibilities, as contained in their respective terms of reference.
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT COMMITTEE
WISA’s Stakeholder Engagement Committee provides strategic support to the
WISA Board by managing stakeholder relations, as well as setting the tone for an
ethical organisational culture by overseeing WISA’s conduct, approach, and way
its business is conducted with due regard to value creation in society. This
Committee contributes to the attainment of WISA’s Strategic Goals through its
strategic advocacy role as it relates to the development and execution of
stakeholder engagement and communication initiatives, programmes, and
activities, in line with the following three strategic goals:
• Strategic Goal 2: Grow WISA’s strategic partnership with the sector.
• Strategic Goal 3: Grow WISA membership, regionally and nationally.
• Strategic Goal 5: Play an active role in the discourse of water in public
domain.

•

•

The Committee provided strategic direction and new insights for strategic
partnerships, stakeholder engagement and communication during the
WISA strategic planning session.
New partnership agreement concluded with EWSETA.

COMPOSITION
SEC is constituted as a standing committee of the WISA Board, with its
composition and membership being reviewed by the Board. The Committee
comprises two directors and WISA’s CEO as members. WISA’s participation
structures manager and its marketing and events manager are also invited as
attendees.
2020/2021 HIGHLIGHTS AND ACTIVITIES
The Stakeholder Engagement Committee activities for 2020/2021 included:
• Annual review of the Terms of Reference, as approved by the Board.
• Quarterly meetings to review performance against stakeholder engagement
and communication initiates, programmes, and activities. In particular, the
identification of potential new partnerships, patron members, and
subsequent strategic engagements with identified partners.
• Strategic mapping of WISA’s stakeholder relationship streams as it relates
to public and private sectors (national, regional, and international), including
funding streams, collaboration, cooperation, voluntary contributions. As
such, a strategic review was conducted to consider most appropriate
professional bodies, networks, coalitions, funders, groupings of sector-roleplayers, private companies, NGOs, and CBOs.
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STRATEGY COMMITTEE
The role of the Strategy Committee is to assist the Board in overseeing the
planning, implementation, and performance monitoring through the Branches,
Divisions and Empowerment Platforms.
The Committee shall operate within the Board delegation of authority. The
functions and powers of the Strategy Committee include:
• Strategic planning process of the organisation
• Reviewing the Quarterly Activity Reports and Annual Plans submitted by the
Branches, Divisions and Empowerment Platforms and Head Office
• Recommending an Annual Strategic Plan to the Board.
• Recommending corrective measures to the strategic plan based on
performance feedback.
• Reviewing the Branches, Divisions and Empowerment Platforms reports
• Identify and addressing any compliance concerns or issues raised by the
Branches, Divisions and Empowerment Platforms
• Considering applications for new branch, division or empowerment platforms
and make recommendations to the Board.
COMPOSITION
The Strategy Committee consists of not less than three and not more than five
members, two of whom are Directors. The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) also
serves on the Committee in an ex-officio capacity.

2020 ACTIVITIES
The Strategy Committee for this reporting period was constituted in June 2020.
Key activities from then on included:
• Annual review of the Terms of Reference (ToR)
The Strategy Committee reviewed and updated its ToR, to identify areas of
potential overlap and synergy with the newly constituted Technical
Committee.
•

development of the WISA Strategic Plan for 2021. Several rounds of
member inputs were incorporated into this session including:
•
the WISA member survey with questions on what the priorities
should be for WISA.
•
recommendations from the out-going Strategy Committee
•
a strategic discussion with Participation Structure Leads on 6
October 2020 that built on the survey findings.
Strategic priorities were consolidated and incorporated into the Strategic Plan
including: 1) professionalization of the water sector and WISA’s role in
building a capable workforce; 2) division re-organization; financial forecast
and sustainability; strategic communications and partnerships.

•

Restructuring of divisions
After several discussions and board submissions over several years, the
WISA board and Participation Structure Leads approved a structure and
process to re-organise the WISA Divisions that included:
• Grouping Divisions into key clusters to promote coordination and
alignment
• The amalgamation of some (inactive) Divisions
• The approval of new Divisions as suggested by WISA members
• An implementation plan to role this out
The February 2021 Think Tank session sought to discuss this proposed
structure with WISA members, and after widespread support, to move to
implementation in an iterative process, the first phase of implementation
commenced in March 2021 with the call for volunteers to head up new
divisions; and the launch of the first new division under the new structure
in May 2021.

• Review of Participation Structures Report
The Strategy Committee regularly reviews WISA Participations Structure
Reports. During the 2020 reporting period, the Committee commends
WISA HO and members for their work in establishing two new
Empowerment Platforms and a very successful webinar series.

Oversee WISA Board Strategic Planning Session
The Strategy Committee facilitated the WISA Board Strategic Planning
session, held on 16 October 2020, and provided oversight to the
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•

Continuation of Think Tank Sessions
Think Tank sessions continued in 2020, focusing on the re-organisation of
WISA divisions and internal matters. Moving forward into 2021, it was agreed
to shift the focus of these sessions outward to thematic areas of interest to
WISA.

PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR 2021:
• Implementation of WISA Division re-organisation
A primary focus for the Strategy Committee in 2021 is to see the
implementation of the WISA division re-organisation and monitor and review
progress at year-end.
•

Think Tank Sessions
Think Tank sessions for 2021 will focus on youth empowerment (June 2021
Think Tank Session) and the role of water in food systems
transformation/agriculture (October Think Tank Session)

•

New opportunities
Another major focus for the Strategy Committee is to explore strategic
initiatives that would serve as income-generating streams for WISA, such as
a crowdfund initiative.

In future, more effort will be placed on reviewing the Quarterly Activity Reports
and Annual Plans submitted by the Branches, Divisions and Empowerment
Platforms and Head Office.
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TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
The role of the technical committee is to assist the WISA Board to oversee and
advise on technical aspects affecting the water sector. Our activities include:
• Advising the WISA Board on technical developments that may affect the
institute, its members, and the water sector.
• Encouraging members to comment on sector legislation, bills and Acts of
Parliament and any other relevant information.
• Representing WISA at relevant stakeholder forums and formally report on
forums to WISA’.
• Providing ad hoc assistance to WISA in addressing technical queries; drafts
and/or assist with WISA articles and comments for the benefit of its
members.
• Improving technical and relevant communication between the Board and
members
• Recommending seminars, workshops, and other interventions appropriate
and relevant to the needs of WISA members
•
Promoting CPD courses
•
Co-operating on technical issues with relevant stakeholders to improve the
water sector and address any other relevant technical or sector issues.

COMPOSITION AND ATTENDANCE
The Technical Committee comprises the Technical Director who is a member of
the WISA Board and chairman of the Committee, with 6 other members selected
from WISA members who volunteered. The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) is
invited to attend the committee.

MEMBER

ROLE

Prof Mike Muller
Prof Evans Chirwa
Dr Kevin Wall
Gareth McKonkey
Peter Wille
Dr Mthokozisi Ncube
Neil Macleod
Dr Lester Goldman

Chairman
Committee member
Deputy Chair
Committee member
Committee member
Committee member
Committee member
Chief Executive Officer – by
invitation

ATTENDANCE
2/2
2/2
2/2
2/2
2/2
2/2
2/2
1/2

2019/2020 ACTIVITIES
The Technical Committee was established in March 2020. Potential members
were identified, interviewed, and invited to join the Technical Committee. The first
meeting that was held on 3rd June 2020 where the Terms of Reference draft was
discussed. It was felt that more discussion was required since a committee of part
time members could not address the wide scope envisaged.
An early objective was to ensure that WISA had a more credible and active voice
on water sector matters through producing and placing articles on topical waterrelated issues through various media channels. This was done and Technical
Committee members have participated in TV and radio interviews and contributed
articles to a variety of media.
Meanwhile, discussion has continued about the development of a more strategic
and effective framework for the Committee. One focus will be the challenge of
professionalising water services sector.
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EVALUATION OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE BOARD
“The Board ensures that the evaluation of its own performance and that of its
committees, its chair and its individual members, support continued improvement
in its performance and effectiveness.”
The Board conducted informal self-evaluations in 2020. The Board considered
the outcomes of the evaluations at its subsequent Board meetings. The Board
did not conduct a formal evaluation, and did not conduct individual evaluations,
but these will be considered for the future.
The Board is satisfied with the evaluation process and that it leads to improved
performance and effectiveness.

Organisational Structure

APPOINTMENT AND DELEGATION TO MANAGEMENT
“The Board ensures that the appointment of, and delegation to management
contribute to role clarity and the effective exercise of authority and responsibility.”
The CEO is responsible for leading the execution and implementation of the
approved strategy, policies, and operational plan. The CEO serves as the link
between management and the Board and is accountable and reports to Board.
The Board has set clear roles, responsibilities and expectations for the CEO
which are included in the Board Charter as well as the contract of the CEO. The
CEO’s performance is formally reviewed annually by the Board. The CEO is on
a fixed term, five-year contract ending December 2023. The CEO’s other
professional commitments include directorship on the EWSETA Board.
The CEO is guided by WISA’s Delegation of Authority, formulated by the Board,
and reviewed and updated from time to time. The Board ensures that key
management functions are headed by individuals with the necessary competence
and authority and are adequately resourced.
The CEO is supported by the following departmental heads: Accreditation &
Training Manager, Participation Structures Manager, Events & Marketing
Manager, Membership Manager and Finance Manager. The Board has ensured
that the Head Office team has the necessary policies and procedures to assist
them in performing their day-to-day functions in achieving the strategic goals of
the organisation.

RISK GOVERNANCE
“The Board governs risk in a way that supports the company in setting and
achieving its strategic objectives.”
The Board takes ultimate responsibility of the governance of risk, with certain
elements delegated to the Finance, Audit and Risk Committee. The Board follows
a risk management process and has a risk register in place that is regularly
reviewed and updated. The Board considers and approves WISA’s risk tolerance
and risk appetite. WISA is conservative by nature and did not undertake undue or
unusual risks during the reporting period. WISA has reported on Risks and
Opportunities further in this report.
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TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION GOVERNANCE
“The board governs technology and information in a way that supports WISA in
setting and achieving its strategic objectives.”
The Board assumes ultimate responsibility for the governance of WISA’s
technology and information, with elements delegated to management with the
appropriate Board oversight.
The WISA website hosts much of WISA’s information, including past papers of
conference which members can access, members are also able to access the
membership portal to update their details. The website is updated when required.
Information is also shared across the WISA social media platforms and through
the WISA newsletter. More information on WISA’s Communication can be found
later in this report.
WISA makes use of the CRM to manage all its membership data, more
information on this system is provided later in this report.

There were no material regulatory fines, penalties, or sanctions regarding noncompliance with statutory obligations during the period under review.

REMUNERATION GOVERNANCE
“The Board ensures that WISA remunerates fairly, responsibly and transparently
so as to promote the achievement of strategic objectives and positive outcomes
in the short, medium and long term.”
The Board accepts ultimate responsibility for the governance of WISA’s
remuneration, with elements delegated to the Finance, Audit and Risk Committee,
who also fulfil the role of the Remuneration Committee, with the appropriate Board
oversight.
The Board, through the committee, oversees the implementation and execution of
the Remuneration and Performance Management Policies, and ensures that the
objectives therein are achieved. WISA NED’s serve in a voluntary capacity and
are not remunerated by WISA for their services.

COMPLIANCE GOVERNANCE
“The Board governs compliance with applicable laws and adopt non-binding
rules, codes and standards in a way that supports the company being ethical and
good corporate citizens.”
The Board assumes ultimate responsibility for the governance of WISA’s
technology and information, with elements delegated to management with the
appropriate Board oversight.
To remain an accredited SAQA Professional Body, WISA must comply with the
SAQA requirements and is audited on its compliance; furthermore, WISA
complies with requirements as a Voluntary Association of both the Engineering
Council and Natural Sciences Council.
As a registered Non-Profit Organisation, all required reports are submitted, and
WISA is fully compliant in this regard, as well as other statutory and legislative
obligations.
WISA achieved ISO accreditation in 2018 and has maintained its accreditation.
WISA is currently a Level 1 BBBEE contributor.
WISA is fully tax compliant and always ensures that it meets its obligations in this
regard.
WISA has ensured the safety of all its computer software and hardware and has
a disaster recovery strategy in place in this regard. WISA has continued
implementing the POPI Act.

ASSURANCE
“The Board ensures that assurance services and functions enable an effective
control environment, and that these support the integrity of information for internal
decision-making and of WISA’s external reports.”
The Board assumes responsibility for assurance and delegates oversight to the
FAR Committee. WISA undergoes a formal external audit annually, this provides
assurance on the integrity of WISA’s annual financial statements. The audited
annual financial statements and related reports are provided to the FAR
committee and the Board for review. WISA undergoes ISO internal and external
audits, which enhances compliance. Management, through the CEO, reports on a
quarterly basis to the FAR Committee who in turn reports to the Board.
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STAKEHOLDERS
“The Board, in the execution of its governance role and responsibilities adopts a
stakeholder-inclusive approach that balances the needs, interest and
expectations of material stakeholders in the best interest of WISA over time.”
The Board assumes responsibility for the governance of its stakeholder
relationship, with elements delegated to the Stakeholder Engagement
Committee. WISA strives to be a key part of the water sector, and its various
stakeholders. WISA, and its members, play a key role in independently
participating and advising in sectoral committees, and community projects. Both
local and global partnerships are sought. WISA has MOU’s with various strategic
stakeholders, with the intention of collaborating to achieve strategic objectives.
WISA is very proud of the relationships it has with key stakeholders, and
continuously seeks to increase and improve such relationships. As a Non-Profit
Company with members, WISA’s biggest stakeholder group is its membership.
Due to the dynamic nature of membership, WISA does not have a set ownership
structure. The Board encourages proactive engagement with members through
its various communication platforms and its AGM.

CONCLUSION
The Board is satisfied with the application of corporate governance as
recommended in King IV on a proportional basis for the size and nature of WISA.
WISA will continue to work towards embedding good corporate governance as
per its strategic goal and applying the principles of King IV.

4. BUSINESS MODEL
Through effective and efficient use of its capital resources, WISA fulfils its
strategic goals of value creation for all members and stakeholders alike, in line
with its Business Model. This value creation continued despite the challenges
brought on by the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic due to WISA’s ability to be
decisive and adaptable.

CAPITAL RESOURCES
•

•

•

•

•

Financial capital
Revenue generated from Membership fees, Training and accreditation, and
Events sustain WISA’s operational requirements.
Human capital
To achieve our strategic goals and provide service excellence WISA has in
its employment 11 staff members who are committed to our values. WISA
further has the privilege of calling on dedicated volunteers serving as part of
its Participation Structures to also drive the achievement of its strategic
goals.
Intellectual capital
WISA draws on its vast database of sector professionals to provide
abstracts, conference papers, journals, and technical data sheets to
maintain a library for dissemination of information.
Stakeholder capital
WISA conducts an annual survey to gauge member satisfaction. The
outcome of the survey feeds into WISA’s strategy, enhancing WISA
offerings. WISA further engages major roles player in the sector to partner
on projects benefiting the sector and communities at large. During the onset
of the COVID-19 Pandemic WISA supported a CSI initiative embarked on
by the 3D printing community to provide free PPE to health care workers
during a shortage of supply.
Environmental capital
WISA actively manages its use of water and electricity in response to water
shortages and load shedding. We have further strived to reduce printing.
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STRATEGIC GOALS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure that all members experience WISA’s innovative and demanddriven value proposition,
Grow WISA membership, regionally and nationally,
Growing strategic partnerships within the sector,
Improving financial sustainability,
Embedding good corporate governance within WISA,
Playing an active role in the discourse of water in the public domain.

VALUE CREATION
•
•
•

•
•

•

5. RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES
WISA adopts an all-inclusive approach to risk management where all
departments collaborate to provide inputs to the risk register, considering the
external and internal factors that may impact the achievement of our strategic
goals.
The WISA Board assumes ultimate oversight and accountability for risk
governance, which is discharged through the Finance, Audit and Risk Committee.
Risk management is a continuous process as outlined below:

Providing quality events including training and conferences,
Strengthening Participation Structures through guidelines, education,
and empowerment,
Customised in-house training and CPD accreditation to maintain
professional recognition, provide networking opportunities, career
development, knowledge sharing and information dissemination,
Diversifying and stabilising revenue streams,
Subscribing to and practising the principles recommended in King IV,
achieving and maintain our ISO accreditation,
Lobby on behalf of the water sector and expanding our footprint beyond
the water sector.
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RISKS

NO.

RISK DESCRIPTION

MITIGATING MEASURES

WISA has identified the following high impact risks which may have a
negative effect in the value creation efforts of WISA.

9

Poor service levels
experienced by members.

ISO audits and Customer surveys to help
identify risk areas. HR Procedures will
mitigate.

10

Lack of skill transfers to young
professionals in SA

YWP's to consider succession planning
and mentoring.

11

Lack of management skills in
membership (budgeting,
planning, etc.)
Limited activity from Branches
& Divisions

Consider training to address nonscientific skills, possibly free for
volunteers.
Online system to report, and Board to
address through effective
communication.
Grow benefit's especially value-added
ones. Inherent for the small membership
fee.
Inherent risk to be discussed with
respective parties. Look at being the
considered and sober ‘voice’.
New Branch structures to assess and
expand into further locations. Online
platforms.
MOU and MOAs to encourage synergy.
WISA to identify gaps in the marketplace
and strategize accordingly.

NO. RISK DESCRIPTION
1
The global impact of COVID-19
on the economy resulting in
reduced revenue, Cash flow,
and debt collection for WISA.

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

Public Sector Stakeholders
who may experience
inefficiencies and impact
WISA's credibility.
Lack of technical skills at water
treatment facilities may create
a negative image on the water
sector.
Poor sanitation delivery to the
poor
Remaining relevant given
globalisation and ease of
belonging to other international
organisations in the water
sector.
Lack of effective
communication from Branches,
Divisions and Empowerment
Platforms'
Loss of membership and
market share.
Public relations
communications during
extreme events-e.g., drought

MITIGATING MEASURES
Effective PR campaigns advising the public
that events are postponed and not
cancelled. Strategically managing cash flow
and revising budgets accordingly.
Intensifying debt collection measures.
Hosting virtual events.
WISA will hold discussions with sector
stakeholders to resolve issues that may
arise.
WISA to engage with the PC Division and
other divisions to mitigate this risk through
possible subsidised training.

12
13
14

Create sanitation awareness.
Embark on MOU's/ MOA's with
international bodies.

Online systems to monitor usage.

WISA not being influential
enough by providing sufficient
benefits to members.
Undue influence on the sector
by public sector stakeholders.

15

Geographical locations limit
access to WISA

16

Lack of collaboration and
duplication of efforts by similar
Professional Bodies.

Maintain WISA’s Professional Body Status
with SAQA, cement professional status of
PC's and other designations.
Topical and effective communicationsTechnical Committee to assist HO.
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WISA conducts an annual member survey to further identify risks and
opportunities as perceived by its stakeholders to enhance service delivery.
The results of which follow:

RESPONSES

RISKS
Water conservation & water demand
management

15%
14%

Corruption/ Poor Governance

12%

Skills shortage

10%

Infrastructure issues

8%

Pollution

7%

Community/ Public Education

Increase Advocacy

16%

Increased training/ skills retention

16%

Improved stakeholder engagement

14%

Community Education

9%

Influence regulation/ legislation

8%

Awareness Campaigns

6%

Regulation/ Political Interference

6%

Innovation think tank

5%

Climate change

6%

Infrastructure Management

5%

Speciliased events

5%

5%

Service delivery

4%

Funding Gap

Research assistance (various topics)

4%

Training & Mentoring

Improved governance

4%
3%

Leadership

2%

Mentorship programmes

Lack of implementation

2%

Identifying alternate water resources

3%

Unemployment

1%

Promoting water reuse

2%

COVID-19

1%

Promoting professionalisation

1%

0%

2%

4%

6%

8% 10% 12% 14% 16%

3%

0% 2% 4% 6% 8% 10% 12% 14% 16% 18%
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6. STRATEGY
OUR APPROACH
Every year the WISA Board and Management Team meet to review the Strategic
Plan for the coming year. This plan is then operationalised providing guidance
and direction to the relevant managers by clearly defining the departmental goals.

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT PROCESS
Measuring
and
Controlling
Progress

Planning
Awareness

Implementing
Strategy

Analysing the
External
Environment

Developing
Alternative
Strategies

Analysing the
Internal
Environment

OUR LONG-TERM STRATEGIC GOALS

Performing
Gap
Analysis

WISA is working towards the following targets by 2025:
• 5000 Paying Members
• Annual Turnover: R20 million (non-biennial)
• Widened Networks representing all water-related sectors.

Identifying
Strategic
Opportunities
and Threats

OUR SHORT-MEDIUM TERM STRATEGY
On route to achieving the long-term strategy, WISA has broken down the
2025 target into six short to medium term strategic goals that will pave the
way forward as noted below:
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No.
1.

STRATEGIC GOAL
Ensure that all
members experience
WISA’s innovative and
demand-driven value
proposition

2.

Grow WISA’s strategic
partnership with the
sector

3.

Grow WISA
membership, regionally
and nationally

4.

Improve financial
sustainability

• Diversify and stabilise revenue streams.
• Grow membership numbers.
• Ensure positive annual cash flow

5.

Embed good corporate
governance within
WISA

• Educate and train serving volunteers.
• Be a learning organisation.

6.

Active role in the
discourse of water in
the public domain

• Allocated sufficient budgets to achieve required actions
for 2020.
• Sponsorship opportunities to be identified to increase
budgets.
• PR company appointment to be finalised.
• HO to develop TOR governing the Technical Committee.
• Technical Committee to assist in developing FAQs for
public to be placed on website.
• Create an info sheet to capacitate HO to assist the
public.
• Develop metrics criteria for measuring success.

•
•
•
•

ACTION PLAN
Member training
Capacitate networks.
Quality conferences and events
Increase training footprint.

• Ensure a mutually beneficial stakeholder map of
strategic partners exists.
• Ensure active MoA's exist with strategic partners
• Crowd funding to be launched during WISA 2020. Funds
for CSI Projects to be ring fenced.
• Promote actual initiates through PR campaigns.
• Identify key Patron members to be visited annually.
• Engage with government to influence legislation, making
WISA membership statutory.
• PR campaign to be developed by appointed service
provider.
• Resources to be allocated for a dedicated marketing
strategy.

ACHIEVEMENT
• Despite the restrictions brought on by COVID-19, WISA was able to adapt and continue
providing training through virtual platforms.
• WISA hosted several free webinars.
• Recognising the needs for motivation and coping mechanisms amidst the pandemic WISA
provided webinars on resilience in these trying times.
• WISA took a lead role in the sector by hosting its Prestigious Biennial Conference on a digital
platform.
• Access to the Biennial Conference material has been made available till May 2021.
• Liaison with CESA/ SAICE/ IMESA/ AofE on the Minister’s Panel.
• Positive feedback from DWS – Regulation 17-PrPCWater inserted into draft regulation.
• COVID sponsorship was received from the Grundfos foundation and BORDA to assist with
CSI projects.
• PR activities included Social Media posts on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIN and monthly
newsletter.
• Key Patrons member visits occurred prior COVID-19 and were scheduled virtually thereafter.
• Meetings with the Minister’s committee took place to discuss regulations pertinent to the
Water Sector.
• WISA featured on print, online media, radio and TV covering the impact of COVID-19 on the
Water Sector and other Topic Issues.
• WISA secured sponsorships from the Grundfos Foundation.
• Through the dissemination of information and our valuable network of professionals we
continue to attract and grow our membership base.
• WISA’s stance on hosting a Virtual Conference allowed a break-even scenario turning a
R1,6 million loss into a R70,000 surplus.
• Through prudent planning and analysis, WISA is slowly but surely closing the gap on nonbiennial year deficits in its endeavour to achieve constant positive annual cash flows.
• Head office serves on PS’s OCs to drive adherence on WISA policies and best practices.
• Achieved a clean external audit with no management report on findings.
• Adhered to all regularity requirements
• Increased our social media platforms and audience.
• Appointed PR company.
• TOR for the Technical Committee approved.
• Info sheet created and departmentalised.
• WISA’s PR Coverage was in a range of publications, including the Sunday Times, Pretoria
News, Cape Times, Cape Argus. WISA spokespersons included Dan Naidoo, Neil Macleod,
Mike Muller, and Lester Goldman.
•
Articles that we distributed included:
Covid 19 and the provision of water in informal settlements,
Water week 2020,
The risk the pandemic poses to SA’s water supply,
Chemical toilets, water tankers can create new problems for communities,
Blue Drop, Green Drop
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7. RESOURCES

G ENDER CO M PLEM ENT

WISA MANAGEMENT TEAM
The WISA management team compromises:
Dr Lester Goldman

Chief Executive Officer

Anita Pillay
Jaco Seaman

Training and Accreditation Manager
Events and Marketing Manager

Melissa Cousins

Participations Structures Manager

Patrick Sebopelo

Membership Manager

Reagen Maistry

Finance Manager

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

RACE CO M PLEM ENT
80%
60%

63%

69%

40%
38%

20%
6%

0%
Black
Female

13%

Coloured Indian

13%
White

Male

STAFF DEVELOPMENT
As a learning organisation, WISA promotes continuous development within the
work environment.

WISA STAFF DEMOGRAPHICS

WISA pays for all related staff training and is fully committed to add value to its
staff by assisting them in growing professionally and personally and further
actively encourages staff to acquire higher qualification and assist with tuition for
that purpose.

G ENER AL ST AFF
60%
50%

WISA runs an Employee Wellness Programme (ICAS), where staff can enlist for
support in difficult times, such as death, trauma, or financial counselling. This
promotes a healthy and safe working environment especially during the COVID19 pandemic. Fortunately, no staff have been infected by the Virus but have had
instances and scares with family members. WISA has therefore prompted staff
to use the services of ICAS to cope with associated trauma.

56%

40%
30%

31%

20%
10%
0%

6%
Executive

6%
Management Administrative

Elementary

WISA maintains it effectiveness and efficiency through a performance
management system, which includes tri-annual performance appraisals to
determine performance increases. The Remuneration Committee revised the
current remuneration and reward policy in line with recommendations to ensure
WISA’s relativity to the market.
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8. PERFORMANCE
WISA’S HEADLINE BUDGET VARIANCE SUMMARY
The summary below outlines WISA financial performance against budget. As per below, WISA was not spared from the impact of COVID-19 on the economy.
This directly influenced our Biennial Conference and the normal way of doing things. WISA’s ability to adapt helped reduce the impact of COVID-19 on the
Institute thereby ensuring its doors remained open. Further details on the impact of COVID-19 and the financial statements can be found in the sections that
follow.

DESCRIPTION
GROSS REVENUE
OPERATING EXPENSES
(DEFICIT) / SURPLUS FOR THE YEAR

YEAR TO DATE ACTUALS
R 9,483,693
R 12,042,530
(R 2,558,837)

ANNUAL BUDGET
R 18,115,874
R 17,349,984
R 765,980

PERCENTAGE VARIANCE
-48%
-31%
-434%

WISA’S OPERATIONAL PLAN
The Operational plan below details WISA’s key performance indicators. This plan is aligned to the WISA 2020 Budget and reflects associated financial targets.
It is also aligned to the WISA 2025 Strategy, and incorporates the objectives related to the 2020 component, whilst still focusing on the three themes - People,
Activities, and Sustainability. The 2020 yearly strategy has a particular focus on Strategic Goal 3 and 6, which will serve as a catalyst for the other Strategic
Goals.
Further details on the impact of COVID-19 and the activities of the Institute are provided in the respective sections that follow.
Strategic Goal 1: Ensure that all members experience
WISA’s innovative and demand driven value proposition

Result Indicator

Purpose/ Importance

Intermediate Objective 1: Identify WISA’s value
proposition

1.1 Survey members.
Scan other professional body offerings – local and global.
Sector driven inputs.
Inputs from PS.

1.1 Survey members.
Scan other professional body offerings – local and global.
Sector driven inputs.
Inputs from PS.
Q1
Q2
Q3
Volunteer and members e-mails
Lockdown allowed Municipal
Members’ survey sent and
sent. Extensive use of Social Media.
member focus.AGM allowed
presented to Stratcom and Board at
member clean-up. Focus on
strat session.
debtors.
WISA’s value proposition is identified in terms of member and stakeholder experience

Q4
Strategic plan presented and
approved by Board, after inputs.
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Strategic Goal 1: Ensure that all
members experience WISA’s
innovative and demand driven
value proposition
Indicator Type
Indicator Responsibility
Departmental Indicator:
Membership
Departmental Indicator:
Training and Accreditation

Intermediate Objective 1: Identify WISA’s value proposition

Departmental Indicator:
Events and Marketing

1.1.3 Event Reports
All WISA 2020 meetings as planned
- Risk planning undertaken. Prep for
postponement.

1.1 Survey members.
Scan other professional body offerings – local and global.
Sector driven inputs.
Inputs from PS.

reports
Membership/ PS
1.1.1 Run annual customer feedback survey
1.1.2 Annual desktop study of other professional bodies – local and global
Desktop research on Water Boards
and company members. Consult
with Nomcom Chair.

Decision to host digital WISA
2020.Plans aligned.

Scheduled Q3

WISA OC aligned messaging to
Online Conference. Slow
responses, but decision align to
regulation and risks. Webinars and
online training increased in
frequency and attendance.

Completed
All Water Boards are active
members. Research completed and
utilised in 2021 for targeted
communications.
Online Conference hosted 07-11
December. Initial indications are
800 plus delegates, and conference
surplus of circa R80k.

Departmental Indicator:
PS

1.1.4 Think Tank
Board and stakeholder inputs to be requested
Think tank undertaken. Technical
Technical Committee hit ground
Think tank held and inputs fed into
All scheduled sessions were
Director interviewed.
running. Assistance with webinar
Strategic session.
held(online), and associated tasks
initiations.
completed.
Departmental Indicator:
1.1.5 Risk and input register
Finance
Risk report to FAR. Risks updated.
Register updated. Covid and cashUpdated and discussed at FAR.
Updated and discussed at FAR.
flow risks analysed.
Strategic Goal 1: Ensure that all Members experience
Intermediate Objective 2: WISA value proposition clear
1.2 WISA’s value proposition communicated to all.
WISA’s value proposition
and known to all.
Result Indicator
1.2 WISA’s value proposition communicated to all employers and employees annually
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Appointment of PR provider.
Along with Tech CommitteePR and operations feedback
PR feedback presented at Board.
Increased member and public
released numerous articles and
presented at Strat Session.
TechCom Chair provides feedback
communications. Contact Minister interviews.
to Board.
Cuban.
Purpose/ Importance
The WISA value proposition must be clear and known to all-members and public.
Indicator Type
Membership drive
Indicator Responsibility
Membership
Departmental Indicator:
1.2.1 Include information on value proposition in Newsletters, website, social media and WASA magazine
Events and Marketing,
Increased communications by PR
Increased communications by PR
PR Report indicates increased
PR feedback at Board, updated
Operations, PS, Training and
and Magazine.
and Magazine
information flow to members and
reports available.
Accreditation
public.
Departmental Indicator:
1.2.2 Provide marketing material on WISA’s value proposition to PS for distribution
PS
PS Report to Board
Increased activity-numerous
Increase in webinars, including
Webinar reports included in PS
webinars and sessions.
increased attendance.
report by Melissa.
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Strategic Goal 2: Grow WISA’s strategic partnership with
Intermediate Objective 1: Mutually beneficial stakeholder
2.1 Report on strategic stakeholders
the sector
map of strategic partners exists
Result Indicator
2.1 Report on strategic stakeholders
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
CEO Report/ 1 MOA
Purpose/ Importance
Mutually beneficial stakeholder map exists
Indicator Type
Schedule
Indicator Responsibility
Executive
Calculation and Support Document
CEO Report-Patron visits.
Ministerial committee meeting.
Stakeholder mapping discussed at
Stakeholder mapping and related
CESA/SAICE visit-Letter to Minister. Elected to EWSETA Board. Elected
new Stakeholder Committee.
reported and discussed at SEC.
to (WRC) water Alliance committee.
Report presented at Strategic
Attended numerous webinars.
session.
UNISA as Patron.

Strategic Goal 3: Grow WISA membership, regionally and
Intermediate Objective 1: Detailed members and
3.1 An appropriate and relevant CRM
nationally:
volunteers database exists and used by PS’s.
Result Indicator
3.1 An appropriate and relevant CRM - Utilise an efficient CRM to report on membership and volunteers.
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Membership and volunteer reports
Membership and volunteer reports
New CRM being developed and
New CRM implemented in late
at Manco
at Manco. Assessing CRM for new
adapted to improve on old. Cost
December.
annual year.
replaced previous license fee.
Early indications (2021)- some
Expected implementation end
bugging issues being addressed.
November.
Purpose/ Importance
WISA membership growth
Indicator Type
Membership report-growth and volunteer report
Indicator Responsibility
Membership
Calculation and Support Document
Relevant reports presented to
Membership stable, despite
Reports show slight increase in
Reports as presented to Board at
Board.
lockdown.
membership.
meetings - HO Growth Committee
planned for 2021.
Strategic Goal 3: Grow WISA membership, regionally and
Intermediate Objective 2: Divisions and Branches aligned
3.2 Annual strategy and budget of PS implemented
nationally:
to the WISA growth strategy
Result Indicator
3.2 Annual strategy and budget of PS implemented
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Quarterly PS Report
Quarterly PS Report
Quarterly PS Report
Quarterly PS Report
Purpose/ Importance
PS compliance
Indicator Type
Quarterly PS report
Indicator Responsibility
PS
Departmental Indicator:
3.2.1 Ensure compliance to achievement of annual strategy and budget
PS
PS Report
PAS Board report
Calculation and Support Document
PS reports to StratCom -To liaise
Increased activity of PS during
PS report presented to StratCom.
PS report presented to StratCom.
with TechCom and consolidate.
quarter.
Show increased activity.
Show increased activity
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Strategic Goal 3: Grow WISA membership, regionally and
Intermediate Objective 3: Engage with government to
nationally:
influence legislation
Result Indicator
3.3 Legislation conducive to professionalism and accountability
Q1
Q2
Purpose/ Importance
Indicator Type
Strategic Goal 3: Grow WISA
membership, regionally and
nationally:
Indicator Responsibility
Calculation and Support Document

Increase number of professional members of WISA.
CEO report
Intermediate Objective 3: Engage with government to influence
legislation
Executive
CEO Report-SACNASP issue.
Liaise with DWS Regulation834 EWSETA.

3.3 Legislation conducive to professionalism and
accountability
Q3

Q4

3.3 Legislation conducive to professionalism and accountability

Further meeting with SACNASPshould receive feedback before end
August.

SACNASP agreement almost
New Stakeholder map directs 2021
concluded. Strat session discussed
activity. SACNASP draft MOA being
benefit of increased professionalism considered by SACNASP Council.
to the sector.
Strategic Goal 3: Grow WISA membership, regionally and
Intermediate Objective 4: Representative of South African
3.4 WISA’s demographics should closely resemble the
nationally:
demographics/ actively pursuing transformation
country’s demographics
Result Indicator
3.4 WISA’s demographics should closely resemble the country’s demographics
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Biannual Report
Biannual Report
Purpose/ Importance
Growth and Transformation reports
Indicator Type
Membership reports
Indicator Responsibility
NomCom/ Executive
Departmental Indicator:
3.4.1 Branches to close the gap where demographic challenges exist
Executive, PS
Growth and Transformation reports
Growth and Transformation reports
Growth and Transformation reports
Growth and Transformation reports
to PS
to PS
to PS
to PS
Departmental Indicator:
3.4.2 A committee to determine the transformation strategy to be created
Executive
NomCom
NomCom
Calculation and Support Document
Membership and Budget reporting
Reporting to Board
Not applicable
Nomcom considering in 2021 Q1.
Strategic Goal 3: Grow WISA membership, regionally and
Intermediate Objective 5: Restructure divisions to close
3.5 WISA Divisions should represent all technical aspects
nationally:
gaps and represent sectoral needs
of the sector
Result Indicator
3.2 WISA divisions should represent all technical aspects of the sector.
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
PS Reports including
PS reports, as far as Lockdown
PS report presented to
PS report presented to
consolidations/ reviews/ gap
allows.
STRATCOM.
STRATCOM.
analysis
Purpose/ Importance
Division review and closing of gaps
Indicator Type
Quarterly PS report
Indicator Responsibility
Executive/ PS
Calculation and Support Document
PS reports to StratCom - in
Liaison with Techcom - Gap
Discussed at Strat session PS report
progress –
analysis planned August.
decision to revitalise, as all relevant.
liaison with Technical Committee.
Gaps to be considered. Two new
Empowerment Platforms launched.
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Strategic Goal 4: Improve financial sustainability

Intermediate Objective 2: Financial sustainability and
4.1 Controlled debtors
reporting
Result Indicator
4.1 Controlled debtors – acceptable debtors’ ratio
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Comparative reporting against
Comparative reporting against
Comparative reporting against
Discussed at FAR. Focus in Q1
industry standard
industry standard
industry standard. ‘BLUE
2021.
November’ deals planned.
Purpose/ Importance
Financial sustainability
Indicator Type
Debtors days reporting
Indicator Responsibility
Finance
Calculation and Support Document
Management accounts and related
Management accounts and relatedManagement accounts and relatedManagement accounts and related
Cashflow analysis.
Cashflow analysis. Request for
Sandton ICC refund successful.
Additional Notes
WISA 2020 postponement-CASH
Age analysis
Age analysis
Age analysis
flow analysis.
Strategic Goal 4: Improve financial sustainability
Intermediate Objective 2: Financial sustainability
4.2 Maximise investment income
Result Indicator
4.2 Maximise investment income – adequate investing activities
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Interest/Investment reports to FAR
Interest/Investment reports to FAR
Interest/Investment reports to FAR
Interest/Investment reports to FAR
Purpose/ Importance
Financial sustainability
Indicator Type
Interest income balanced against cash flow requirements.
Indicator Responsibility
Finance
Calculation and Support Document
Investment report
Investment report
Strategic Goal 4: Improve financial sustainability
Intermediate Objective 2: Financial sustainability
4.3 Independent sectional reporting
Result Indicator
4.3 Independent sectional reporting – Profitable and ring-fenced events and PS accounts
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Quarterly Management accounts to
Quarterly Management accounts to
Quarterly Management accounts to
Quarterly Management accounts to
PS
PS
PS
PS
Purpose/ Importance
Financial sustainability
Indicator Type
Variance and finance reports
Indicator Responsibility
Finance
Calculation and Support Document
Management Accounts and
Management Accounts and
Management Accounts and
Management Accounts and
Variance reports where applicable
Variance reports where applicable
Variance reports where applicable
Variance reports where applicable
Strategic Goal 4: Improve financial sustainability
Intermediate Objective 2: Financial sustainability
4.4 Increased sponsorship and donations
Result Indicator
4.4 Increased sponsorship, donations, and crowd funding
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Events report/ PS report
Lockdown affected activity.
WISA 2020 sponsorship
Concluded some sponsorships, but
increased/delegate attendance
many sponsors withdrew from
included as value-add.PS also
Online Conference. Conference
undertake webinars, hosted by
report to be presented to Board
Head Office.
after going through Conference OC.
Purpose/ Importance
Financial sustainability
Indicator Type
Events and CSI projects related
Indicator Responsibility
Executive/ Events/ PS
Calculation and Support Document
Management Accounts/
Management Accounts/
Management Accounts/
Management Accounts/
Sponsorship reports-Individual
Sponsorship Reports-Individual
Sponsorship reports-Individual
Sponsorship reports-Individual
reports to PS.
reports to PS.
reports to PS.
reports to PS.
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Strategic Goal 5: Embed good corporate governance
Intermediate Objective 1: Excellent corporate governance
5.1 Sufficiently capacitated Board
within WISA
Result Indicator
5.1 Sufficiently capacitated Board – training and evaluation of Board members
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
-Nomcom report to Board
Board training
Board to discuss annual training
plan. Head Office to facilitate
accordingly.
Purpose/ Importance
Excellent corporate governance
Indicator Type
Board evaluations and training
Indicator Responsibility
Executive / NomCom
Calculation and Support Document
Board training as per budget and
Board training as per budget and
Board training as per budget and
Board training as per budget and
Board approval.
Board approval.
Board approval - not aware of any
Board approval.
undertaken.
Additional Notes
Technical Director/Director rotation
Technical Committee initiation and
— Integrated report prep.AGM prep. activity.

Strategic Goal 5: Embed good corporate governance
Intermediate Objective 1: Excellent corporate governance
5.2 Positive audit reports
within WISA
Result Indicator
5.2 Positive audit reports (Financial/ ISO/ BEE/ SAQA)
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
CEO Report
CEO Report
CEO Report
CEO Report
Purpose/ Importance
Excellent corporate governance and financial management
Indicator Type
CEO Reports
Indicator Responsibility
Executive
Calculation and Support Document
Audit completed - Unqualified
ISO audit completed - 3 findings.
No audit activity or reporting
Preparation for 2020 Year end
report.
audit.
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Strategic Goal 6: Active role in the discourse of water in
the public domain
Result Indicator

Intermediate Objective 1: Educating the public

Purpose/ Importance
Indicator Type
Indicator Responsibility
Departmental Indicator:
Events and Marketing

6.1 PR strategy, Communications plan/ framework
Q1
Q2
Reports as required
Reports as required
Improved voice and relevance in the water sector
Press releases, PR points, as per PR plan/ strategy
Executive/ E&M
6.1.1 Inform the public on topical water issues
1 Press release
PR reports

Departmental Indicator:
PS

6.1.2 Educating the public and membership
4 Branch workshops
Numerous webinars

Calculation and Support Document
Strategic Goal 6: Active role in the discourse of water in
the public domain
Result Indicator

6.1 PR strategy, Communications plan/ framework

Q3
Reports as required

Q4
Reports as required

PR report presented at Strat
Session.

PR report presented at Strat
Session.

Increased webinars and online
Increased webinars and online
training.
training.
PR report
PR Report
Intermediate Objective 2: Neighbouring country activity
6.2.1 Live link to WISA 2020
6.2.2 Events in neighbouring countries

6.2.1 Live Link to WISA 2020in progress
6.2.2 Events in Neighbouring countries
Q1
Q2
Digital links to WISA 2020 to too
relevant neighbours

Q3
Q4
Digital links to WISA 2020 to too
We had some digital members
relevant neighbours, AfWA and
joining us from outside Borders,
IWA.
Details in WISA 2020 OC report.
Purpose/ Importance
Active voice and relevance in neighbouring countries-postponed due to Lockdown
Indicator Type
Quarterly event report to Manco
Indicator Responsibility
Events and Marketing
Departmental Indicator:
Event reports
Events and Marketing
Quarterly reports
OC minutes
OC minutes
OC minutes
Departmental Indicator:
Ops Progress Report
Executive
Ops plan report
Ops plan report
Ops plan report
Ops plan report
Calculation and Support Document
Event reports
Event reports
Management accounts
Management accounts
Strategic Goal 6: Active role in the discourse of water in
Intermediate Objective 3: Establishment of Board
6.3 Produce and review technical information for the
the public domain
Technical Committee
sector.
Result Indicator

Purpose/ Importance
Indicator Type
Indicator Responsibility
Departmental Indicator:
Executive
Calculation and Support Document

Technical information must be available as required, by WISA and the sector
Q1
Q2
Q3
Establish/ TOR
Induction and activity initiated.
TechCom minutes
Active voice and relevance in South Africa
Technical reports (Pro-active and reactive)
Executive
CEO Report
CEO report
CEO report
CEO report

CEO report

Q4
TechCom minutes, and report to
Board

CEO report
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THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON THE WORLD AND SOUTH
AFRICA
The world could not have prepared for the impact of COVID-19 which
resulted in a global pandemic being declared by the World Health
Organisation on 11 March 2020. COVID-19 was caused by a new strain of
the coronavirus. The virus infected millions world-wide with many
succumbing to the symptoms brought on by COVID-19. South Africa was
no exception, with the President declaring a national state of disaster
effective 26 March 2020, enforcing a county wide lockdown. The lockdown
provided the South African health care system the time needed to prepare
for the onset of infections, and further flatten the curve thereof. Life as we
knew it had come to stand still.
These were and still are uncharted waters for the world, let alone the South
African economy. Government implemented many initiatives, but with the
current rate of unemployment, poverty and crime, COVID-19 exacerbated
the situation. Many South Africans found themselves without income and
worst still, unemployed. South African projections state that our economy
will return to prior COVID-19 levels by 2024. There is a long journey ahead
of us which we can only get through by working together. South Africans
are resilient, and it is this quality that will ensure our victory against COVID19.

WISA’S PREPARATION
WISA, like all other organisations was not spared from the impact of
COVID-19. Anticipating the effects of COVID-19 on the workforce.
Management proactively put into place measures to reduce the spread of
the virus by placing sanitising stations at the entrance of the office,
providing personal sanitising packs to all staff members, stopping all
physical forms of greeting and implementing remote working through a
skeleton staff schedule.

FORESIGHT
At the time of the national lockdown being declared, WISA staff were already
working remotely with little to no impact on service delivery, thus maintaining
our standard of service excellence. Management further assisted staff with
stipends for data purchases to enable staff to be remain productive and assist
with the unplanned financial implications.

CSI
The lockdown imminently impacted the supply of PPE which was crucial in
keeping our health heroes and heroines safe. The 3D printing community
consisting of 250 volunteers embarked on an initiative to print PPE free of
charge for health workers who were at the forefront of this pandemic. The
obstacle though was the facilitation of donations collected from the public.
WISA stepped in to offer its services to ensure the initiative was not
hampered due to administration issues.
WISA further secured a sponsorship from the Grundfos Foundation. This
sponsorship will be utilised by the Allergy Foundation of South Africa who have
created a product to assist asthma patients who struggle to inhale their medication
in one rapid inhalation. The sponsorship will assist by allowing production of a oneway value (AfriValve) which can be added to their already existing “AfriSpacer”
product. This improvement will prevent medication from escaping when users inhale
multiple times, and will enhance the effectiveness of the AfriSpacer, which has
provided a solution for delivery of asthma medication, and increased availability of
this important treatment modality more widely throughout the health service. It has
been made available for free to the health departments of Gauteng, Eastern Cape,
KwaZulu Natal, Western Cape and North-West Province. This project has emerged
as a cost effective and easily manufactured solution, to the challenges faced with
nebuliser treatment. Nebulisers currently cannot be used in hospitals due to the high
risk of COVID -19 transmission. WISA is proud to be a part of such initiatives and
will continue to fill in the gap where possible.

All events were affected though, and this has impacted WISA’s
performance and bottom line. This is being mitigated by using online
platforms.
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RESPONSE

THE NEW NORMAL

WISA had to think fast and adapt accordingly, to meet all member needs within
the parameters of the imposed lockdown, which stopped all physical contact
and restricted movement. In response and adherence to these requirements,
Management implemented online training and webinars. These webinars
were provided free of charge in line with our member value proposition.
Webinars were further extended to resigned and suspended members, to help
them to stay relevant and help those that were not earning an income. The
greatest impact experienced by WISA was that of the implications of COVID19 on the Biennial Conference. Once again through WISA’s innovative and
forward-thinking characteristics, a decision was taken to convert the physical
conference into a fully virtual offering. The conversion further provided
members with benefits that cannot be experienced with a physical conference,
such as attending from the comfort of one’s home, and the elimination of
financial constraints pertinent to travel. Attendee fees were further decreased
to provide more value to all delegates. WISA is a leader in this regard, through
early adoption of digital transformation and further adapting to meet member
requirements. This allowed WISA to turn a potential deficit due to the costs
incurred for work done on the physical conference into a small surplus above
breakeven. The financial impact of COVID-19 had filtered into WISA. To
mitigate the associated risks and lessen the burden, Management met triweekly to discuss action plans, budgets were revised, operational costs
including remuneration were decreased, while the focus and planning of
revenue growth continued. These actions displayed the resilience required to
overcome the many challenges brought on by COVID-19.

Upon the relaxation of lockdown levels, staff returned to a working environment
committed to restricting the spread of COVID-19. The protocols required by
Government were strictly applied with face masks, face shields and social distancing
being enforced. To date WISA’s staff have been fortunate enough to not have
contracted the virus. Considering the mental effects of COVID-19 due to fears
associated with the unknown WISA also offered counselling through its employee
wellness program.
This is the new normal and we can never go to back to what was, as a species we
have adapted, changed, and improved the way we work and live. The future has
arrived, and all considered it has proved our resilience as humankind. Organisations
alike need to adapt or fade into the future.
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8.1

MARKETING AND EVENTS

At the beginning of 2020, all focus was aimed at the physical WISA 2020
Biennial Conference & Exhibition, that was scheduled be hosted from 31 May
to 4 June 2020 at the Sandton Convention Centre. This would have been a
milestone event, as this prestigious event had not been hosted in Gauteng
before. The related extensive programme was set to support the events theme
of #ALLHANDSONDECK. The program consisted of six streams under the six
subthemes and included a further four workshop streams for the duration of
the event.
Sub themes were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce water demand and increase supply.
Manage resources for a capable ecology.
Manage and monitor effective water and sanitation services and
infrastructure.
Govern and regulate the sector.
Improve raw water quality and management.
Develop skills and technology innovations and disruptors.

WISA’s divisional & empowerment platform events provides much needed
sector training opportunities within specialised fields of expertise. Delegate
registration, exhibition bookings and confirmation of sponsorships was on
track, and all involved was looking forward to the event.
In April 2020, the conference OC and WISA Board had no alternative but to
postpone the event to 7-11 December 2020, still in its planned format of a
physical event. This was in the hope that the pandemic would run its course,
and restrictions be lifted by December 2020. Later, it became clear that things
would not return to normal soon and most suggested WISA cancel the event
for 2020. With this in mind, and considering the water sector environment, the
foreseeable future in the events sector and WISA’s reputational & financial
risk, it was decided in May 2020 that the event would go ahead on the
scheduled dates in December. The format would, however, change to a fully
virtual event while limiting the impacting on quality, quantity of CPD
presentations & workshops, or the delegate experience.

WISA and its appointed service provider took up the challenge, and converted all
program content, as well as exhibition and sponsors’ benefits, to suit the online
platform. The online event was hosted successfully from 4-11 December 2020, with
delegates having “On Demand” access to conference material until 31 May 2021.
The WISA2020 Online Conference is considered a relative success and placed
WISA as a forerunner in the sector. As a standalone event, the Online conference
made a surplus of R 1,758,157. This surplus was however reduced due to preexisting costs of R 1,692,627 related to the physical events. Hence, this resulted in
a final surplus of R 70,283 against the budgeted surplus of R 3 million.
Final conference & attendance data: 4-11 December 2020
• 893 Attending delegates.
• 22 Sponsoring organisations.
• 32 Exhibitors & 74 additional exhibition delegates.
• 43 CPD accredited technical sessions with 141 oral presentations.
• 22 CPD workshops presented by 91 presenters.
Delegate attendees converted easily and successfully to the online offering.
Exhibitors & sponsors however found it challenging to convert to the online
offerings, as the marketing exposure to potential markets is inherently lower, than
with a physical event. For future events extensive efforts will be aimed at closing
this marketing gap and offer more suitable and acceptable offerings.
For the medium term, the WISA Biennial Conferences will likely be presented in a
hybrid format. This will give the delegates & exhibitors the opportunity to attend
either in person, or virtually. This format is easily adaptable to short notice changes
in legislation that may still impact us for years to come.
Other WISA marketing efforts were aligned with our strategic goals. We intensified
our efforts and activities on social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, and
LinkedIn. The numbers of members, and marketing reach through these platforms
nationally and internationally are continuously increasing. We are looking forward
to increasing our social media footprint even further in 2021.
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8.2

TRAINING AND ACCREDITATION

As a Professional Body one of the roles that WISA needs to fulfil is that of
providing training to its members for them to fulfil their respective continual
professional development (CPD) requirements.
WISA offers accredited training to its members through various platforms, such
as face-to-face training, in-house training, seminars, workshops, and
colloquia, just to name a few. COVID-19 has disrupted all our lives, especially
learners and organisations providing training. We have all had to think fast
and embrace this new digital wave for us to continue providing the muchneeded training during Lockdown. WISA has since invested in an online
learning management system to provide training to the water sector.
The key focus of the Training and Accreditation Department in 2020 was the
dissemination of the CPD accredited training courses through virtual means.
The following CPD courses were presented to WISA members as well as the
sector during 2020:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced Water Treatment Control: Coagulation & Flocculation
Advanced Wastewater Treatment Control: Secondary Treatment Process
Fundamentals of Modern Leadership
Catchment Management
Emerging Pollutants
Activated Sludge

Over 160 individuals attended the above-mentioned courses.
The focus for 2021 will be in providing bespoke training to our companies and
organisations thereby assisting in the upskilling of these organisations’
workforce. This will be achieved through a hybrid model for training which will
include a mix of face-to-face training as well as a virtual component.
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8.3

WISA PARTICIPATION STRUCTURES

18 Jun 2020
19 Jun 2020

Webinar
Water quality test procedures on seawater at uShaka
Seaworld
YOUTH POWER: The Role of Youth in the Water Sector
Water Reclaim, Reuse and Conservation in Industry

23 Jun 2020
2 Jul 2020

Searching and Organising your Research Literature
Microbial and physio-chemical analysis of water

The Participation Structures, made up of WISA’s various branches, divisions,
and empowerment platforms, are guided by a Terms of Reference, which is
aligned to the MOI and ROC of the organisation as well as good governance
practices.

9 Jul 2020
16 Jul 2020

The activities of the Participation Structures were particularly affected during
2020 due to the various COVID-19 lockdowns implemented. Participation
Structure activities generally include events and networking sessions. WISA
made the move to host webinars to ensure that members were still able to
participate in activities and network online, a list of the webinars hosted during
2020 is provided below.

30 Jul 2020

4IR in Water Research
How to turn your Water Quality Data into Water
Management Knowledge
Building Resilience in a Changing World
Water Meter Performance – Getting the most out of your
water meter data
River health restoration through community-based
monitoring and management
Reuse of Wastewater Effluent

The Participation Structures are an integral part of WISA. Whilst the WISA
Head Office is active in fulfilling the strategy as developed by the Board, its
reach is limited. To ensure that all WISA members experience WISA’s
innovative and demand driven value proposition, the Board relies on the
assistance of the volunteers through the various Participation Structures to
achieve its goals.

We give thanks to the members who volunteered their time to present these
webinars. We had over 1450 registrations of which, 794 attended.

Date
10 Jun 2020

17 Jul 2020
21 Jul 2020

4 Aug 2020
10 Aug 2020
12 Aug 2020
20 Aug 2020
28 Aug 2020
31 Aug 2020
3 Sep 2020

4 Sep 2020

20 Oct 2020
3 Nov 2020
5 Nov 2020
12 Nov 2020
19 Nov 2020

She leads with her power, voice, and pride
Unlocking investment opportunities in the South African
water sector for sustainable economic growth
Women Empowerment by Women
Women Stepping up Innovation in the Water Sector
Perspectives of Women in Water
Young water professionals at the forefront of providing
solutions for water and sanitation challenges in South
Africa
A water-centric approach to embrace water-energyclimate change nexus for national developmental
endeavours in SA
Climate Resilient Water Safety Planning (CR-WSP) and
Wastewater Risk Abatement Planning (CR-W2RAP)
Water Reuse - Concerns and Guidelines
Water an uncommon commodity in KZN
Faecal Sludge Management Toolbox
WISA YWP Webinar: World Toilet Day

PS
KZN, Water
Science
YWP
WC, Water
Reuse
GP, YWP
GP, Water
Science
GP, IWS
GP, IWS
EC
GP, Water
Distribution
GP
WC, Water
Reuse
YWP
WC, YWP
YWP
YWP
GP, WIW
GP, YWP

GP, IWS

WC
WC, WR
KZN
WC
National, YWP
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With much of the focus on COVID-19 there was not much opportunity to revive
some of the Participation Structures that required new committees. The focus
of many was on the pandemic and surviving 2020, therefore volunteerism at
the time was not a high priority. We are looking forward to more volunteerism
and involvement in 2021 as we adjust to our new normal and the roll out of the
vaccine makes it safer for us all.
The Volunteer Rewards Programme continued through 2020. Active
volunteers were rewarded with various discounts for 2021, based on their
involvement during 2020.

BRANCHES
The WISA Branches play a key role in the implantation of the WISA Strategy,
and for broadening WISA membership.
The objectives of the Branches are to:
• Plan and implement regional activities to achieve the strategic objectives
of WISA.
• Provide regional touchpoint for WISA members.
• Provide platform for regional discussion of content developed by WISA
divisions.
• Grow future WISA member pipeline.
The WISA Branches and relevant Leads were as follows at the end of the
reporting period:
•
Western Cape
Ms Natasia van Binsbergen
•
KwaZulu-Natal
Ms Lungi Zuma
•
Gauteng
Ms Zoe Norton
•
Central Regions (FS, NW, NC)
Dr Leana Esterhuizen
•
Mpumalanga
Vacant
•
Limpopo
Vacant
•
Eastern Cape
Vacant
•
Namibia
Vacant

DIVISIONS
WISA Divisions are units of the organisation that comprise specific areas of technical
interest or groupings, within the sector.
The objectives of the Divisions are to:
• Grow the depth and breadth of knowledge available in the WISA content library.
• Provide technical content for WISA branch activities.
• Identify the need for specialist technical events based on latest research and
innovations.
• Position SA water professionals as thought leaders.
• Grow future WISA member pipeline.
The WISA Divisions and relevant Leads were as follows as at the end of the reporting
period:
• Anaerobic Sludge Processes
Mr Mluleki Mnguni
• Community Water Supply & Sanitation
Vacant
• IWA-SA
Prof Faizal Bux (Acting)
• Management and Institutional Affairs
Dr Nezar Eldidy
• Membrane Technology
Ms Katrina Zlobich
• Mine Water
Mr Richard Garner
• Process Controllers
Mr Dewald van Staden
• Small Wastewater Treatment Works
Vacant
• Southern Africa Industrial Water (SAIWA)
Mr Kuben Govender
• Water Distribution
Mr Kendall Slater
• Innovation for Water and Sanitation
Ms Wendy Mey
• Water Reuse
Dr Esper Ncube
• Water Science
Vacant
In 2019 WISA started the process of reviewing the WISA divisions. During the latter
part of 2020 and early 2021 the discussions led to the approval of several new
divisions for WISA, which will be rolled out during 2021. New divisions being
considered include Climate Change, Water Use Behavior, Agriculture, Infrastructure,
Financing, and the Modelling and Data Division which was officially launched during
May 2021.
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EMPOWERMENT PLATFORMS
WISA Empowerment platforms are to enable WISA strategy to align with
national transformation and empowerment objectives.
The objectives of the Empowerment Platforms are to:
•
Strengthen inclusivity.
•
Grow skills, competencies, and leaders.
•
Enhance personal growth of participants.
•
Assist in developing members technical capabilities.
•
Grow future WISA member pipeline.
The WISA Empowerment Platform and relevant Lead was as follows as at the
end of the reporting period:
•
Young Water Professionals
Mr Ashton Mpofu
Due to COVID-19 the establishment of the Women in Water Empowerment
Platform was not able to be finalised as envisioned. WISA also called for
interest for the establishment of a Distinguished Professionals Empowerment
Platform and the Management Professionals Empowerment platform. The new
additions to the Empowerment Platforms were well received by members and
will be fully established and constitute, along with the Women in Water
Empowerment Platform during 2021.
The focus of the department for 2021 will be to identify volunteers to serve in
the various Participation Structures, in the immediate term this will be to assist
the current committees, in the long term this will aid in succession planning.
Members interested in volunteering are requested to contact the Participation
Structures Manager on admin@wisa.org.za.
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8.4

MEMBERSHIP

WISA membership has shown slight growth during this difficult
period. The inherent benefit of Professional Membership is often
overlooked. It is however an aspect of one’s career, that holds much value. It
signifies that the respective individual, ascribes to a pre-determined set of
ethics, that has been formulated to uphold the credibility and development of
the respective profession. and further that accountability is enhanced.
WISA has a diverse constituency of members who subscribe to its Values.
All WISA membership categories and their related benefits can be viewed on
the WISA website at: http://wisa.org.za/membership/

WISA MEMBERSHIP DATA

INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS
Professional Process Controller

145

Retired

147

Senior fellow

CORPORATE MEMBERS
Professional Associations

34

Fellow

Media

322

Full

1487

Academic

100

Honorary

7

Student
230

Affiliate

143
0

200

8

Educational Institution

18

Patron

355

Associate

19

45

Company
400

600

800 1000 1200 1400 1600

336
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400
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GENDER

DEMOGRAPHICS

Unknown

Unknown

70+

60-69

70+
50-59

60-69

40-49

50-59

30-39
20-29

40-49

0

30-39
20-29
0%
AGE

MALE
FEMALE

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

AGE

20-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70+

BLACK

218

701

443

182

34

2

Unknow
n
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COLOURED

14

34

25

9

0

0

0

16

62

38

27

9

0

1

20-29
150

30-39
590

40-49
491

50-59
365

60-69
232

70+
177

Unknown
67

INDIAN
WHITE

48

188

203

248

209

183

45

150

399

224

103

21

8

17

OTHER

4

3

2

0

1

0

0

VALUE PROPOSITION
WISA is always striving to communicate the values of belonging to a
professional body and further improve on the service provided to members as
outlined in our Value Proposition below:

credibility. It also shows that you are serious about your career and professional
development. In addition, certain members also carry the professional designation
Pr.PC. Water, which is a designation recognised by SAQA, and carries sector
credibility and benefits.

PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION

INFORMATION AND ADVICE

WISA has an assessment process that applicants must pass before they are
granted membership. This means that, once you have demonstrated that you
have the requisite experience, qualifications, and skills, you may join the
institution and add the appropriate letters to your CV and business card.
Membership shows that you have reached a certain level of expertise in your
profession and adds to your

WISA has a website and CRM system offering members password-protected access
to industry news, surveys, reports, updates, career information, jobs, and details of
events. It also offers a comprehensive on-line research facility of past WISA
conferences, with downloadable documents and publications, and a facility for
answering questions you may have.
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NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES

THE COST

WISA Branches, Divisions and Empowerment platforms have regional
networking and professional development events that you can attend, which
can be useful for making new contacts and learning more about what is
happening in the sector. National expos and conferences also offer excellent
networking and research opportunities. If you wish to raise your profile you
can volunteer to join committees and help organise events.

WISA charges for assessment and accreditation, and an annual membership
subscription fee. However, you may be able to claim professional membership costs
against tax in certain circumstances, and the cost of membership is highly reduced
or eliminated by discounts offered to members throughout the year.
It is free to be a member if you are a full-time student.

SERVICE DELIVERY
INDUSTRY NEWS
WISA’s bi-monthly magazine-Water and Sanitation Africa-is delivered to
members, and WISA also has arrangements with other sector magazines, for
delivery to members. As well as industry news and articles, the magazines
also provide informal CPD offerings. In addition, WISA keeps its members up
to date through its fortnightly newsletter which highlights upcoming events,
water sector news and fun activities for scholars interested in water.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Continuous professional development (CPD) is essential if you want to forge
a successful career as a professional. WISA professional development
offers career development programmes, training courses and assessments.
Standard WISA membership also allows for the opportunity to upgrade your
membership to Fellow or Senior Fellow level, via further assessment, which
gives added professional credibility.

SECTOR ENTRY POINT
As an affiliate member or student member, WISA offers you the opportunity
to get started in the sector – we link you to like-minded people, provide
rebates, map a career path to professionalization, and become your “water
family”.

We are guided by ISO 9001:2015 standards to ensure that service delivery is
prioritized and remains a measurable performance target. Our client care manual
which is derived from the ISO, guide staff on providing service excellence. Members
are encouraged to communicate regarding compliments or complaints to
clientcare@wisa.org.za WISA conducts an annual Member Satisfaction Survey,
giving members the opportunity to rate our service and provide inputs to enhance our
offerings.

MEMBER DATABASE MANAGEMENT
WISA manages its member database through a Customer Relationship Management
System (CRM). The system allows for the effective and efficient management of our
members information.
As a learning organisation, we are continuously seeking methods to improve on
processes and the tools we use. We are currently busy with developers enhancing
an upgraded version of our new database management system which will provide
faster turn-around times and provide an easier to use interface for both the member
and administrator.
Members may access their details via our member portal on the WISA website,
should they need to update their contact details or make payments. The member
application process for new members is a relatively easy online procedure and can
be done on the WISA website as well. The applicant populates their profile online,
and can attach qualifications, ID or Passport documents and proof of payment. Once
completed CRM sends an automatic acknowledgement of receipt of the application
to the applicant together with his/her login details, and an explanation of the
application process. The challenge experienced, is that of outdated member
information. This presents an obstacle to ensuring members receive all WISA’s
correspondences. This has been addressed through communications on various
platforms.
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SOCIAL MEDIA COMMUNICATION
WISA’s main channels of impact on social media are Twitter, Facebook,
LinkedIn, and newsletters.
Content posted includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Information on #WISA2020 including themes, sponsorship opportunities
and booking info,
Membership of WISA,
WISA training events (overviews and links to more information),
General water news in Southern Africa,
#WISA2020 Speaker coverage.

The total number of people reached through our social media post is
1,711,503.
Twitter impressions exceeded 324,000, gaining 626 new followers,
LinkedIn impressions exceeded 402,000 gaining 5,900 new followers,
Facebook impressions exceeded 938,000 and included individuals from
Africa, UK, and the USA,
More than 130,000 newsletters were sent to both members and non-members.
During 2020, Conversations Squared worked with WISA on a number of
different projects.
These included the 2020 conference; preparing and distributing reports along
with the technical committee once it was formed; working with the website
team on updates; writing and distributing statements; and writing information
around the WISA Covid response.
We also worked on the annual report, helping with writing editing and design
and edited and designed the Vision 2025 strategic plan. At the height of the
Covid lockdown, we also wrote and distributed an article about WISA’S
support for the organisation 3D printing personal protective equipment.

We worked on a very flexible basis, switching from one project to another and
providing quick turnarounds when necessary.
Through our distribution process we raised the profile of WISA and noticed a
marked difference as the year continued with journalists being more aware of the
organisation.
The challenges of 2020 are well known, and from a PR perspective we felt the
impacts of the pandemic on the news cycle. It was often harder to get coverage for
anything that was not pandemic related. Of course, stories that we were able to
distribute that had a direct bearing on the pandemic received good coverage.
We produced a communications plan for WISA, with specific actions until the end of
March 2021, but delays in our appointment and budget cuts mean that a lot of what
was planned is not immediately achievable. The messages and aims however
would stay the same.
We worked very closely with the technical committee - through Mike Muller - once it
was formed and provided engagement opportunities as well as distributing releases
and organising interviews on a range of media platforms.
We wrote and / or distributed articles on
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Green drop blue drop
Covid 19 and provision of water services
Cuban engineers
Peninsula paddle
Water sustainability
Water predictions
Water week
3D printing

A comprehensive listing is found further on.
At the beginning of 2020, we provided an overview of the media landscape and
basic media training to board members.
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2020 was, of course, the year of the WISA conference. We were actively
involved in promoting the conference in all its forms, including a social media
campaign as well as efforts to boost delegate registration.

14

THE COST OF NON-PAY

Water & Sanitation Africa

15

PUTTING MEMBERS FIRST

Water & Sanitation Africa

16

Wastewater: an untapped resource for the future

Mail & Guardian

During 2020 we tried to focus on each of the divisions within WISA, providing
communication support where necessary. We spent time on the membership
division, working out a communications plan and producing infographics
which could be sent to different categories of members. We mentioned the
training division as much as possible but were not actively involved in
promoting training opportunities. This is an area that could receive more
attention in 2021.

17

Resource

19

UPCOMING EVENTS 2020 AND BEYOND
WATER UPDATE: Dam levels rise in Western Cape
while Vaal Dam storage declines
The reinstatement of Blue and Green drop programmes
could end water crisis

20

WISA2020 conference to go virtual

m.engineeringnews.co.za

21

#ALLHANDS ON DECK FOR SA`S WATER FUTURE

Water & Sanitation Africa

22

Water & Sanitation Africa

WISA may re-visit the idea of incorporating a range of languages in WISA’s
communications, such as through sound clips on the website.

23

YWP-ZA WOMEN`S MONTH WEBINAR SERIES:
DELIVERING ESSENTIAL TRAINING IN A DIGITAL
LANDSCAPE

24

A means for economic recovery and job creation

Water & Sanitation Africa

25

A means for economic recovery and job creation

Water & Sanitation Africa

26

WISA 2020 is going virtual
WISA2020 experts to answer urgent questions about
water sustainability in southern Africa

Water & Sanitation Africa

Cape Argus Early

29

Paddle spotlights city`s polluted waterways
Spotlight on southern Africa`s water resources at WISA
2020

30

Farmer`s Diary

Farmer`s Weekly

31

MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS WATER

Rebirth of the Vaal Vaal Triangle

32

Why you should consider a career in the water sector

www.iol.co.za

33

WINDS OF CHANGE

Water & Sanitation Africa

34

Investing in the future

Water & Sanitation Africa

35

NSS: sustainable sanitation in light of climate change

Water & Sanitation Africa

36

#A Hands neck for water and sanitation

Water & Sanitation Africa

37

STUDENT AWARDS

Water & Sanitation Africa

In conclusion, 2020 was a year with many disappointments as external factors
meant that we were unable to achieve what we had hoped in terms of our PR
objectives.
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27
28

NO.

PUBLISHED SOURCE NAME

1

HEADLINES PUBLISHED
Institute issues water access warning as lockdown
debts escalate

2

Water access fear as municipal debt rises

Mercury, The

3

Water infrastructure woes increasing

Pipes Pumps&Valves Africa

4

Water infrastructure woes increasing

Pipes Pumps&Valves Africa

5

Land invasions threat to Khayelitsha pipeline

Cape Argus Early

6

Covid-19 also threatens SA`s water supply
Love for the environment sets Ashton`s path in water
sector
Love for the environment sets Ashton`s path in water
sector

Go & Express

iono.fm

11

Municipalities suffer revenue losses due to COVID-19
OPINION: Covid quick fixes divert the focus from
Gauteng`s growing water crisis
WATCH: How Covid-19 decisions divert focus from
water supply crisis

12

EMBRACING VIRTUAL

Water & Sanitation Africa

13

NEW COMMITTEE TAKES THE REINS

Water & Sanitation Africa

7
8
9
10

Cape Times

www.dailymaverick.co.za
www.sowetanlive.co.za

Water & Sanitation Africa

www.iol.co.za

African Review of Business and Technology

WaterWheel
WaterWheel

Business Day
www.businesslive.co.za
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9. SUSTAINABILITY
ENVIRONMENT
In line with our Vision of Inspiring Passion for Water, WISA’s plays an integral
part in bringing awareness about water sustainability to ensure this natural
resource that is of utmost importance to our survival is used responsibly. We
achieved this through our vast number of events and training sessions held in
the Water Sector. The active utilisation of electronic platforms for meeting and
events, has assisted in improving our carbon footprint. The Institute strives to
reduce printing through an increased use of electronic documents instead of
printouts, which is an integral part of adhering to environmentally friendly
procedures. It has become common practice that Board manuals, minutes,
documents, to mention just a few, are distributed and read in electronic form
instead of hardcopies.
In the future, WISA intends to emphasise
environmental factors in its procurement decisions by favouring suppliers with
high regard for the environment. WISA has embarked on projects and events
and collaborated with stakeholder partners to reduce the carbon footprint, thus
contributing to the efforts made by many parties to maintain a healthy
environment for future generations.

ECONOMIC
WISA’s aims to achieve a balance between financial sustainability and maintaining
quality and service excellence to its members and the community at large. This is
done by ensuring reasonable membership fees compared to the market, maintaining
inflation-related increases, and providing discounts to all members. We strive to
provide accredited training at affordable rates to individuals and corporates alike,
through information dissemination, knowledge and skills transfer we can achieve
overall sustainability.
WISA, realising the impact of COVID-19 on our members, has further provided
webinars free of charge. Webinars were further extended to resigned and suspended
members to assist members that were not earning an income.

GROWTH AND TRANSFORMATION
The WISA Growth Strategy strives to broaden the base of young people, especially
those from previously disadvantaged communities, who enter the water sector. WISA
will continue encouraging water-related graduates and practitioners with the relevant
experience and competencies to apply for WISA membership. To further assist
graduates, WISA has hosted and continues to offer its services in hosting graduates
placed by EWSETA.

SOCIAL
South Africa is defined as an arid country and is facing a water crisis caused
by increasing demand for water, insufficient water infrastructure maintenance
and investment, recurrent droughts driven by climatic variation, inequities in
access to water and sanitation, deteriorating water quality, and a lack of skilled
and competent water professionals.
WISA as a professional body and membership organisation of water sector
stakeholders, sees itself as an advocate of improvement in water quality and
security, through the raising of competency, standards and opportunities for its
members, and the broader water sector. An increase in accountability of all
relevant SOE’s, and its staff -National, Regional and Local - will be enhanced
if all key positions are held by professional staff, who are able to provide key
direction, and ensure exemplary performance. The availability of resources,
considering conflicting demands, may be minimised through balanced
decisions, by informed and competent staff. WISA sees itself as a key
stakeholder in keeping water sector staff informed and competent.

Through maintaining a Level 1 BBBEE compliance status, we have succeeded in
transforming our organisation into one that truly represents the diversity and
demographics of South Africa.
WISA strives to make a meaningful contribution to the development of our country
and will continue to serve and support in its quest to be a catalyst for change.
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10. TREASURERS REPORT
FINANCIAL REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020
OVERVIEW
The audited Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December
2020 were approved by the Board of Directors on 6 May 2021 without
reservation. An unqualified audit opinion was achieved for the year under
review. The Institute’s auditors, Morar Incorporated, issued an unqualified
audit report and reported that there were no items raised in the audit report.
The financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis and
the board are of the opinion that the Institute has adequate financial
resources to continue in operation for the foreseeable future.
The financial year was characterised by the continuous development and
enhancement of existing systems and internal controls in various areas, thus
contributing to a reduction in financial risks, the more significant of which were:
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction of new revenue streams through CPD training for its members
Improvement of the governance framework to ensure compliance with
latest legislation and best practices.
Increased focus on governance and compliance with revised policies and
procedures being revised and updated,
Positive comments from auditors on the management and accounting
controls within WISA.
Increased focus on cost containment with emphasis on branch and
divisional reporting.

Being a Biennial year and operating under challenging COVID economic
conditions, the Institute recorded a deficit for the year of R2.6 million, which
represented a decline over the 2019 financial year’s deficit of R3.0 million. The
loss is mainly attributable to the COVID effect on the Institute and that the
Biennial Conference did not achieve budget expectations.
The savings and improvement in operational efficiency as introduced during the
previous and current financial year continue to show results and a lot of emphasis
was placed in the cash collection process and recoverability of long outstanding

debts. This is clearly evidenced in the improved working capital management the
Institute.

INCOME
Gross revenue and other income for the year amounted to R9.7 million; this is an
increase from the previous year’ R7.2 million. If we ignore the 2020 Biennial
Conference income of R4.4 million as a variable, we note a nett decrease of 26% in
income. This is a clear indication of the challenges COVID has put on the business
as a whole.
Subscriptions remained the same at R3.7million (2019 R3.7 million) and the Institute
is actively pursuing new sales and marketing strategies to increase its membership
base, both at individual and corporate level. Additional revenue through CPD training
and related projects yielded R1 015 815 during the year under review. This is a big
increase over the previous year’s R282 744. Income from participating structures of
R93 935 was well below the previous year’s R2 191 582.

EXPENDITURE
Total operating expenditure amounted to R12.0 million - well above the previous
year’s R8.5million. This amount includes R4.2 million for the Biennial conference. If
we exclude the 2020 Biennial Conference expenditure as a variable for comparison
purposes, we note a 7% decrease from the prior year. Management has done a lot
to contain and reduce expenditure during the COVID period under review.
Some specific items worth noting during the year under review were as follows:
•
•

Bad debts and revised bad debts provision – 2020 of R239 984 (2019 – R59
055) which are not recoverable.
Employee costs decreased by 3.5% as staff salary cuts were negotiated and
agreed upon throughout.

OTHER
•

Trade and other receivables of R2.122 million recorded an increase of R770 081
(2019: increase of R 275 173) compared to last year. This resulted in a debtor’s
days ratio of 80 days (2019 – 68 days). This is due to economic conditions. The
bad debt provision, which remained unchanged and will be reviewed post the
WISA 2020 Conference as management is working on improving debt collection
activities.
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•

•

•

•

Cash and cash equivalents are at R3 million which is in line with the
Institute’s forecast in for non-biennial year cash flows and is in a
favourable position. The amounts remained in line with that of the
previous financial year.
Investments are done prudently, and there are sufficient reserves and
cash-flow, for the short term. The decrease is due to prepayments for
the WISA 2020 Conference and will be replenished accordingly.
Trade and other payables, and other current liabilities of R4.3 million
recorded a decrease of R0.3 million compared to last year, mainly due
to income received in advance for membership fees and conference
income.
Risks are mitigated through an effective risk management process.

We are in unprecedented times due to the COVID-19 pandemic which has the
world reeling in uncertainty, the impact of which has been noted in our risk
management process. We have continued to rework the budgets based on a
scenario analysis accordingly consistently monitoring and adjusting our
strategies. Being the resilient nation we are, there is confidence that we will
overcome this hurdle.
In conclusion we would like to thank
the Board and management of WISA
for the opportunity of serving on the
WISA Board over the past four years.
May I take this opportunity to wish the
Institute all the best going forward as
it grows from strength to strength on a
yearly basis.

Gorden Walters
Treasurer
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11. SUMMARISED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The full set of annual financial statements can be downloaded from the WISA
website at: https://wisa.org.za/annual-financial-statements/

WATER INSTITUTE OF SOUTHERN AFRICA NPC
(Registration Number 2000/001140/08)
Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2020

Statement of Comprehensive Income
Figures in R

Notes

2020

2019

Revenue

14

4,775,655

6,496,658

Cost of Sales

15

(384,050)

(2,391,118)

4,391,605

4,105,540

4,902,447

718,729

(11,910,913)

(8,501,544)

Gross surplus

Other income

16

Operating costs
Operating loss

17

(2,616,861)

(3,677,275)

Finance income

18

190,534

193,224

Finance costs

19

(11,972)

(12,355)

(120,538)

475,678

(2,558,837)

(3,020,728)

Fair value adjustment
Deficit for the year
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WATER INSTITUTE OF SOUTHERN AFRICA NPC
(Registration Number 2000/001140/08)
Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2020

Statement of Financial Position
Figures in R

Notes

2020

2019

3,521,039

3,575,758

Assets
Non-Current Assets
Property, plant, and equipment

3

Intangible assets

4

19,276

28,977

Investment

5

2,315,246

3,558,278

5,855,561

7,163,013

273,997

1,753,560

Current Assets
Prepayments

6

Inventories

7

848

896

Trade and other receivables

8

2,122,135

1,352,054

Cash and cash equivalents

9

3,013,244

3,004,748

5,410,224

6,111,258

11,265,785

13,274,271

Reserves for participation structures

4,847,289

6,007,431

Accumulated surplus

1,247,905

2,616,594

6,095,194

8,624,025

Total Assets

Equity and Liabilities
Equity

Non-Current Liabilities
Finance lease liabilities

10

91,721

121,673

Income received in advance

12

851,652

-

943,373

121,673

Current Liabilities
Finance lease liability

10

36,363

30,014

Trade and other payables

11

903,801

1,266,066

Income received in advance

12

1,448,489

2,945,330

Provisions

13

1,868,566

287,162

4,257,218

4,528,572

11,295,785

13,274,270

Total Equity and Liabilities
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WATER INSTITUTE OF SOUTHERN AFRICA NPC
(Registration Number 2000/001140/08)
Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2020

Statement of Changes in Equity
Figures in R

Balance at 1 January 2019

Reserves for
participation
structures

Accumulated
surplus

Total

5,462,397

6,189,043

11,651,440

Loss for the year

-

(3,020,278)

(3,020,728)

Total comprehensive income for the year

-

(3,020,278)

(3,020,728)

Total comprehensive income for the year

Reallocation to participation structures

545,034

(551,721)

(6,687)

Balance at 31 December 2019

6,007,431

2,616,594

8,630,712

Balance at 1 January 2020

6,007,431

2,616,594

8,624,025

Loss for the year

-

(2,558,837)

(2,558,837)

Total comprehensive income for the year

-

(2,558,837)

(2,558,837)

(1,190,146)

1,190,146

-

4,817,285

1,247,903

6,065,188

Total comprehensive income for the year

Movement in reserves
Balance at 31 December 2020
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12. GLOSSARY
4IR - Fourth Industrial Revolution
ACFE-Association of Certified Fraud Examiners
AfWA-African Water Association
AGM-Annual General Meeting
AOA – Association of Arbitrators
BBBEE - Broad Based Black Economic
Empowerment
BDEP – Branches, Divisions & Empowerment
Platforms

HR - Human Resource
ICAS - Employee Wellness Programme
ID - Identity Document
IFAT - International Federation of Alternative
Trade
IMESA-Institute of Municipal Engineers of South
Africa

PS - Participation Structures
QCTO-Quality Council for Trades and Occupations
ROC – Rules of the Company
SA - South Africa
SABS-South African Bureau of Standards

IOD-Institute of Directors in Southern Africa

SACNASP-South African Council for Natural
Scientific Professions

ISO-International Organisation for Standardisation

SADC – Southern African Development Community

C2 - Conversation Squared

IT-Information Technology

CBO - Community-based organization

IWA-International Water Association
LGSETA-Local Government Sector Education
Training Authority
MFMA-Municipal Financial Management Act

SAGEN - The South-Africa German Energy
Programme
SAICE-South African Institution of Civil Engineers
SALGA-South African Local Government
Association
SAQA-South African Qualifications Authority

MoA - Memorandum of Agreement

SARS-South African Revenue Service

MoI-Memorandum of Incorporation
MoU - Memorandum of Understanding
NC - Northern Cape
NED - Non-Executive Directors
NGO - non-governmental organization

SDG – Sustainable Development Goals
SEC - Stakeholder Engagement Committee
SMME-Small, Medium, and Micro-sized Enterprises
Stratcom/ SC - Strategy Committee
Techcom - Technical Committee

NomCom - Nominations Committee

TOR - Terms of Reference

NPC-Non-Profit Company
NW - Northwest

VOIP-Voice over Internet Protocol
WEF-World Economic Forum

OC - Organising Committee

WISA-Water Institute of Southern Africa NPC

PC - Process Controllers
PFMA-Public Finance Management Act

WRBM-Watershed and River basin Management
WRC-Water Research Commission

POPI-Protection of Personal Information Act

WSA-Water Service Authority

PR - Public Relations

WSP-Water Service Provider
YWP-Young Water Professionals

CEO-Chief Executive Officer
CESA - Consulting Engineers South Africa
COGTA - Co-operative Governance and Traditional
Affairs
COMENSA-Coaches and Mentors of South Africa
CPD-Continuous Professional Development
CRM-Customer Relationship Management
CSIR-Council for Scientific and Industrial Research
CV - Curriculum Vitae
DHWS-Department of Human Settlements, Water
and Sanitation
DWS -Department of Water and Sanitation
ECSA-Engineering Council of South Africa
EWSETA-Energy and Water Sector Education
Training Authority
FAR - Finance, Audit and Risk
FS - Free State
GIZ - The Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit
HO - Head Office
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CONTACT US

Tel: 086 111 WISA (9472)
Fax: 011 315 1258
Email: info@wisa.org.za
WISA Website: www.wisa.org.za
Postal Address: PO Box 6011,
Halfway House, 1685
Physical Address: 1st Floor, 5
th

Constantia Park, 546 16 Road,
Midrand
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